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M
y father now has a hobby.
It involves stereo equip-
ment, and I won’t bore

you with all the details because I
don’t understand them myself, ex-
cept for the following points: 1)
The stuff costs more than you
could possibly imagine, and 2) The
astonishing sound his so-called
“rig” makes as the “St. Matthew’s
Passion” emerges from it would
cause a choir of angels to hang its
head.

I am very troubled by this turn
of events in his life, and, by exten-
sion, my own. The truth is, my fa-
ther has never had a hobby before.
Indeed, he was the kind of person
who made the very idea of a hobby
seem trivial. Moviegoing has long
been his only outdoor pursuit, and
that doesn’t exactly count—a hob-
by should be more active than that.

And so I, his only son, grew up
hobby-less as well. What is more,
I’ve always been proud of it. “Liter-
ate people,” I would say in my most
obnoxious and self-congratulatory
moments, “have no use for hobbies.
There’s simply too much to read.”
Thus: No model airplanes. No ham
radios. No collecting of any kind,
whether it be stamps, bugs, or
kitsch detritus. I have ever been a
voracious consumer of television,
Tin Pan Alley songs, and the New
York theater, but I refused to have
such activity dubbed a “hobby.” I
was pursuing my own aesthetic ed-
ucation, pure and simple.

We were surely both hampered,
my father and I, by our hometown.
It’s hard for anyone to pursue a
hobby in Manhattan. Gardening is
an impossibility, especially for an
anti-Communist, because the only

free tracts of green are communally
managed plots wedged between two
brownstones (or tenements) where
a condemned building once stood.
Think “Stalinist collective” and
you get the idea.

A New Yorker can’t easily learn
how to make or fix things—carpen-
try, auto repair, the like—because
an apartment has no room for tools,
never mind a workbench. Cars are
not accessible, as they are elsewhere
in America. A New Yorker’s car
lives in a fearsome nursing home
known as a garage, where the
monthly housing fee roughly
equals a Haitian’s per capita annual
income.

Trust my father to come up with
an inventive solution to the

two worst problems posed by hob-
bies. First, space. Stereo equipment
does fit very nicely into a living
room—indeed, my father’s rig has
taken over the design and layout of
the living room, as all the furniture
is now skewed in tribute to the two
speakers that sit at the far end as
tall, proud, and enigmatic as the
statues on Easter Island.

Second, exercise. Stereo equip-
ment happily requires none of the
physical activity other hobbies de-
mand. To garden, you must pull out
roots from the soil (upper-body
strength), do the duck-walk the way
they made us in grammar-school
phys-ed (lower-body strength), and
remain outside in the heat (en-
durance). Auto repair involves the
use of wrenches and that little dolly
you roll around on when you must
actually labor underneath the car.
At some point during carpentry ex-

ertions, I understand, one must car-
ry a big piece of wood from point A
to point B.

My father and I don’t go for that
kind of thing. We come from the
sort of Jewish stock that believes
the highest aim in life is to be able
to sit in a chair and, two hours later,
moan as you rise from said chair as
though you have just accompanied
Grete Weitz in the Boston
Marathon. His hobby accommo-
dates even this, as the stereo equip-
ment is all pointed for maximum
effect toward one large leather
chair, in which he and only he sits.
It’s called the “soundstage,” and he
is the only audience in attendance.

Now he reads magazines about
stereos. He has struck up sat-

isfying friendships with the design-
ers of speakers and the owners of
stores. He has something to talk
about besides politics, decadence,
the nature of evil, and his grand-
children. He has given himself al-
most completely to an essentially
frivolous pleasure.

He is, in other words, happy—
happier, maybe, than he has ever
been. But where does this leave
me? My sisters knew enough to
grow out of the family hostility to
hobbies: one gardens, another
builds furniture, a third not only
does home repairs but even writes a
newspaper home-repair column.

This leaves me, the last True Be-
liever, the final Anti-Hobbyist,
holding fast to the Old Way like the
members of the East German Se-
cret Service who showed up at work
every day even after the Stasi was
disbanded and its building pad-
locked shut forever. It seems I can
no longer hold fast to the principle
that hobbies are the sign of an un-
serious person. Now I must accept
that they are good, and that every-
body should have one.

But, damn it, I don’t want a hob-
by! 

JJoohhnn PPooddhhoorreettzz

Casual
Adult Children of Hobbyists
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W
hat explains conservative doubts about the
political success of their own limited gov-
ernment principles, as we near the end of

the first year of the first Republican, and most conser-
vative, Congress in more than 40 years? We refer here
not to House Majority Leader Dick Armey, whose
forecast of orderly enactment for the fiscal 1996 budget
(quoted above) strikes us as essentially accurate—if
somewhat mischievously rosy. Instead, it’s his would-
be, should-be conservative allies who seem troubled.
Many of them regard any such end-game scenario, in-
volving resolution of a budget over anything short of
President Clinton’s dead body, as sissy talk—or even
treason. This week’s ostensible conservative hero is
Bob Dole (!), who on Sept. 5 in Chicago assured the
world, and likely Republican primary voters, that “this
will not be an autumn of compromise.”

“No compromise,” in this context, of course,
means the federal “train wreck” that so intrigues offi-
cial Washington at the moment. Hill Republicans have
sworn to pass a 1996 spending plan the subsequent-
year implications of which involve a perfectly bal-
anced federal budget by 2002. The 13 appropriations
bills that form the domestic discretionary portion of
this spending will be at the president’s desk on or
around the first of October. He has indicated an inten-
tion to veto most of them; their program cuts are too
“cruel.” He probably will. But he holds a weak hand.
Absent his signature, all but a limited number of the
“essential” government services covered by these bills
must cease operations. And those services—all the
acronymic junk at the Departments of Labor, HHS,
and so on—primarily benefit, and were created by, his
people: Democrats and liberals. Soon enough, Clin-
ton’s knees will surely buckle, and the appropriations
bills will become law, on largely Republican terms.

The massive reconciliation bill that completes the

budget process, and includes all non-appropriated en-
titlement spending, is a slightly different kettle of fish.
It, too, will be denounced for excessive cruelty and ve-
toed. But here the president has every reason to stick
with his veto as long as he dares. Barring the changes
to existing law that such a reconciliation bill would
make, federal entitlement spending—again, for a
largely Democratic constituency—simply continues at
its current rate. 

Until, that is, the legislated federal debt ceiling is
reached sometime in mid-November. At that point,
unless Congress votes to raise the ceiling, Treasury De-
partment borrowing authority will lapse, and the gov-
ernment will begin, technically at least, to default on
its due debt obligations. In the first week of December,
Social Security checks will be affected.

There is weird unanimity of enthusiasm for this
train wreck in the capital these days—except maybe
for that last part. No question: It would make a great
story, so news people are shamelessly promoting the
prospect. Democrats are warming to the idea, too. It
protects their pet spending projects in the near-term,
and they’d like to believe that Republicans will get
most of the blame for the ensuing chaos, or back down
before it comes. Conservatives, if anything, like the
train wreck idea best of all. It’s tough. It signals stead-
fast adherence to the principle of a balanced budget by
seven-year date certain. Republicans will get credit for
sticking to their guns. And if they don’t, or so the ar-
gument goes, conservatism, and the meaning of last
year’s historic election, will be betrayed.

Not so fast. Last year’s voters loudly declared their
disgust with an inefficient, intrusive, and ruinously
expensive federal government. They elected a Repub-
lican Congress to do something about it, big time, by
sharply curtailing the size, scope, and reach of the ex-
ecutive branch. And yes, absolutely, sooner is better
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Our Kind 
of Budget Deal

“The first year of a seven-year budget plan is the year you make the mark. We intend to make that mark,
and . . . I think there’s no doubt that once we get the work to the president’s desk he’ll be happy to pick up
his pen and sign it and say, ‘Mr. and Mrs. America, I’ve heard what you want, I’m proud of the Congress
for responding, and I’m proud to put my stamp of approval on it.’ ”—Dick Armey, September 6, 1995
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than later. But if Congress can adjourn this year with a
budget agreement that significantly cuts taxes, cuts do-
mestic spending, and slows entitlement growth, then
Republicans—and conservatives—can and should
claim success. The fact that Clinton’s signature will be
on it won’t by itself turn the deal rotten. And bedrock
conservative principle won’t have been violated, even
if, in the process, the zero-deficit target sadly slips, say,
from seven years to eight.

Now, it’s true that conservatives with purist poli-
tics and pessimistic temperaments aren’t waiting for
such a less than perfect outcome to feel betrayed. A
perfectly strong theoretical case can be made that
they’ve been betrayed already by a 104th Congress,
whose seven-year balanced budget plan conducts only
relatively minor surgery on the institutional viscera of
liberalism. This complaint is given eloquent form by
David Frum elsewhere in these pages. The Energy and
Education Departments, for example, originally tar-
geted for elimination in the House, will survive for
now. So will lots of other comparably pernicious waste.

But, hey: Why not balance the budget in five years,
instead of seven? The Cato Institute’s fiscal 1996 bud-
get proposal would have imposed spending reductions
sufficient to achieve that goal, while providing tax cuts
of $400 billion, roughly twice the size of those expect-
ed in the Republican reconciliation bill. Looking back
over the Cato plan’s details—a long, muscular list of
program reductions and outright terminations—you
nod your head in conservative agreement. Looks good.
Speaker Gingrich would almost certainly agree.

But the ugly, unavoidable truth is that it turns out
a five-year balanced budget, though powerfully attrac-
tive, is still politically infeasible. The votes aren’t
there. And neither, yet at least, are the voters. Which is
why Hill Republicans, professional politicians each of
them, chose seven years instead. No shame attaches to
that decision. And no shame—not much, anyway—
should attach if, at the end of the day, fiscal balance is
delayed a small bit further. Our friends at the Wall
Street Journal editorial page issued an anxious warning
on Sept. 7 that any movement away from the $270 bil-
lion Medicare savings target Republicans have ad-
vanced will constitute “a 1990-style budget compro-
mise.” Actually, no. It won’t.

For conservatives still on the rebound from the
Bush Administration—and who among us isn’t?—a
habitual suspicion of anything that smells like “com-
promise” may be forgiven. But the situation we face
this year is almost exactly the reverse of that produced
by the 1990 Andrews Air Force Base “budget summit”
catastrophe. Then, we lost. George Mitchell and Tom
Foley won. That infamous deal gave us a large, broad
tax increase, something Mr. Bush had vowed never to
allow. We also got a huge increase in domestic discre-

tionary spending and accelerated growth in entitle-
ment programs.

This year, though, we win. They lose. At bottom, a
“1995 budget deal” would directly reverse 1990’s em-
barrassments to Republican honor. That deal would be
somewhat less than ideal, perhaps, but movement in
the right direction just the same.

On the biggest remaining partisan sticking point,
Medicare, Congress and the White House are al-

ready much closer than each party’s talking points
care to admit. The difference in proposed spending re-
ductions is roughly $10 billion annually. The Republi-
can number involves a cap in the growth of Medicare
expenditures of 6.4 percent a year, more than the in-
crease projected between now and 2005 from medical
inflation and Medicare enrollment growth combined.
So the GOP goal won’t be without practical conse-
quence, but it isn’t politically unrealistic, either. And
even if Republicans were somehow forced to give up
the whole $10 billion in each of the next seven years,
which is inconceivable, we’d still be left with the fol-
lowing result: Domestic discretionary spending on
those federal programs that conservatives most love to
hate would decline in real terms; tax cuts would be
granted in some form; and entitlement growth would
substantially shrink.

We can understand why the Republican majority
might threaten to douse the government with gasoline
and actually light a match. It’s a good, hard-eyed bar-
gaining strategy to make the coming budget deal even
better. But should conservatives relish the possibility
of a real conflagration if it risks consuming that major-
ity in the process? Mr. Gingrich made a bold decision
at the beginning of this year to attempt genuine Con-
gressional government in America for the first time in
many decades. That decision has paid off. Republicans
and conservatives have dominated national politics
ever since. One notable result, however, is that many
Americans quite correctly believe that it’s the Speaker
himself up front, not the president, driving the train
we’re all talking about wrecking. It’s by no means clear
that conservatism would benefit from the crash that
might result from this game of budgetary chicken.

Unless, of course, you think a shoot-the-moon
budget gamble this fall is our last and only hope, be-
cause the conservative future looks pretty grim. We
don’t agree. THE WEEKLY STANDARD, the first issue of
which you hold in your hands, is born in the after-
math of a national election the significance of which
cannot be overestimated. Turnout was up—a lot. In-
cumbents did fine, provided they were Republicans.
The highest House GOP vote count in any previous
off-year election had been under 28 million. In 1994 it
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was almost 37 million, 9 million more than in 1990,
the largest vote increase for any party in a single cycle
in the entire history of the United States. In elections
for state office—which are further removed from na-
tional politics, and therefore less easy to “blame” on
President Clinton personally—the Republican victory
was even bigger. The GOP now controls a majority of
governorships. And having netted almost 500 seats na-
tionwide, Republicans now also control a majority of
state legislative chambers, where before November
Democrats had enjoyed a two-to-one margin.

A huge surge of votes like this for a single major
party has happened only rarely in our history, and only
once before in this century: in the early 1930s, for De-
mocrats, at the beginning of the New Deal. Scholars
divide American political history into a series of clear-
ly defined “party systems.” There have been five or six
of them, depending on how you count. The New Deal
period of liberal activism and Democratic party domi-
nance was the last one.

And it’s over. Forever. After 65 years, led by the
Republican party, there has been a conservative re-
alignment.

THE WEEKLY STANDARD intends to speak for, in-
terpret, and guide this realignment. We have every rea-
son to expect it will last. Congressional retirements
and district-by-district results from 1994 suggest, so
far as such predictions may safely be made this far in
advance, that Republican majorities will expand next
year. In almost three years, Mr. Clinton’s base of popu-
lar support has not increased a jot beyond the 43 per-
cent who voted for him in 1992. His party’s 1994 cam-
paign would, on a state-by-state basis, win him only 73
electoral votes next year. And public approval of the
current Republican Congress remains quite firm, as
these things go: 52-35 in the latest Gallup Poll, for ex-
ample.

The GOP’s final remaining challenge this year will
be producing the Medicare growth reductions

necessary to achieve all the other policy goals embed-
ded in its budget, while at the same time retaining a
level of broad popular support that will allow conser-
vatism to expand those achievements in the future.
Time reports that its respondents prefer smaller cuts in
Medicare and a ten-year balanced budget plan, Presi-
dent Clinton’s (admittedly phony) proposal, over larg-
er Republican cuts and a seven-year plan, by a 41-19
margin. Other polls aren’t quite so bad. But they’re not
great, either. Gallup has the Clinton vs. Congress
Medicare “preference” difference at 45-38.

It’s perfectly legitimate for Hill Republicans to
take such numbers—to take public opinion—into ac-
count. We won’t be at all surprised if the Republican

leadership spends the next few weeks denying even
the remote possibility that its budget targets might get
looser. In fact, we’d be disappointed if they didn’t;
that’s how a sophisticated endgame is played. No one
will cheer louder than this magazine if Gingrich and
Dole do manage to force a seven-year path to bud-
getary balance. It could well happen. Clinton could
blink. A scoring dispute could provide cover for some
promised out-year adjustments. But barring some un-
foreseen development, we expect to be cheering the
fiscal 1996 budget outcome one way or the other.

There’ll undoubtedly be plenty of occasions for
conservative disappointment in the future. The Clin-
ton-Dole-Gingrich Rose Garden budget-signing cere-
mony probably won’t be one of them.

—David Tell, for the Editors

H
OUSE SPEAKER NEWT GINGRICH has Medicare,
the budget, the debt limit, and the fate of gov-
ernment as we know it in America on his

plate this fall. But his thoughts have already wandered
to next year. “In January, after consulting with all the
presidential candidates and [Republican national
chairman] Haley Barbour, we announce the spring of-
fensive,” he says. The issues: privatization, more block
grants, immigration reform, curbs on affirmative ac-
tion, tax reform, the death penalty for narcotics whole-
salers, making English the nation’s official language.
And those are just for starters.

This is obsessive agenda setting, for sure, but Gin-
grich has a political objective in mind: staying perma-
nently on offense in Washington. Why is that so im-
portant? Because, as Bill Bennett once said, if you’re
not on offense in Washington, you’re on defense. And
if you’re on defense, you can forget about enacting
your program. The problem is it’s hard to stay on of-
fense for a sustained period. No political figure has
managed this since President Franklin Roosevelt in
the New Deal era sixty years ago (and even he was of-
ten on the defensive by his second term). Now comes
Gingrich, who believes it will take six to ten years for
Republicans to replace, not merely reform, the welfare
state and the status quo in Washington. That’s if all
goes well, which means staying on offense.

Gingrich has a strategy for this, one that’s worked
flawlessly (with one exception) so far in 1995. Rep. Bill
Paxon of New York, chairman of the National Repub-
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GOP on Offense
by Fred Barnes

Capitol Hill
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lican Congressional Committee, calls it the “Gingrich
permanent offense planning model.”

But planning is only one part of it. Ideas, repeti-
tion, and persistence are also necessary components. A
constant flood of fresh ideas is required to keep the
public interested and the media busy. Repetition is
needed to make sure the public actually hears the
ideas. “You have to keep explaining to the American
people what you did, why you did it, and what you
hope the result will be,” says Frank Luntz, Gingrich’s
pollster. Persistence—never relaxing as Ronald Rea-
gan and his allies often did in the 1980s—is necessary
to keep your foes from regrouping.

On offense, no detail is too inconsequential to be
addressed. For example, House Republicans and their
aides have been urged to halt any interview or chat in
which Medicare “cuts” are mentioned. They’re sup-
posed to insist Republicans aim to save Medicare by
“slowing its growth,” not by cutting. Tony Blankley,
Gingrich’s press secretary, and Ed Gilllespie, House
Majority Leader Dick Armey’s spokesman, were as-
signed to badger reporters who wrote or talked about
“cuts.” The calls paid off. In July, John Kasich of
Ohio, chairman of the House Budget Committee,
rushed into a meeting of GOP leaders, holding up a
copy of the Washington Post and whooping. “Look at
it,” he shouted. “Look at it. They finally got it right.”
A Post story on Medicare cited Republican plans for
Medicare without mentioning “cuts.” Kasich said he’d
hounded the reporter, even called him at home. The
Republican leaders applauded.

The 1995 experience has made Republicans all the
more determined to stay on offense. Gingrich attribut-
es their success to “the way we phased the sequences.”
The Contract with America took up the first three
months, then the budget was paramount, now it’s
Medicare. Each phase was planned meticulously. “Part
of being permanently on offense is permanently plan-
ning,” says Blankley. With the Contract completed,
House Republicans went home for the April recess
with a 75-page briefing book on the budget. For the
August recess, they toted a briefing book on Medicare.
When House Republicans leave Washington this fall,
they’ll have a book on next year’s budget.

The one slip-up was in March on the school lunch
program. Democrats pounded Republicans for “cut-
ting” school lunches. (In truth, the GOP budget in-
creased spending, but less than the Clinton adminis-
tration wanted.) Gingrich and other Republicans were
tardy in responding. “It was mismanagement,” Gin-
grich concedes. “We were still in cycle for finishing up
the Contract. We underestimated how much the disin-
formation was penetrating. . . . That may have saved
us on Medicare. The experience of the Democrats’
willingness to lie blatantly and the willingness of the

news media to carry the lies taught us to be dramati-
cally more aggressive.” Almost immediately—this was
late winter—Gingrich and his allies began planning
for the Medicare offensive this fall.

The concept of the permanent offense came to Gin-
grich gradually. Years ago, when reading a book

about Dwight Eisenhower, he was struck by the failure
of the Allies to plan for the breakout from the Nor-
mandy coast after D-Day. The invasion was nearly
stymied as a result. Then, in 1981, the Reagan admin-
istration let down its guard over the August recess and
Democrats seized the agenda. “The Reagan adminis-
tration never recovered,” Gingrich says. Finally, he
read an interview with Bennett in Policy Review in
1988 that included Bennett’s memorable formulation
about offense and defense. (Bennett also said there are
no time outs in Washington.) Gingrich says his reac-
tion was, “Boy, is that exactly right!”

Gingrich’s model for the permanent offense is not
FDR, but three Republican leaders at the turn of the
century: Presidents William McKinley (1897-1901)
and Theodore Roosevelt (1901-1909) and Republican
strategist Mark Hanna. The struggle between these
Republicans and William Jennings Bryan, the chronic
Democratic presidential candidate, has “remarkable
parallels to where the two parties are today,” Gingrich
argues. “Bryan was a remarkably shallow but emotion-
ally effective demagogue, maximizing class warfare
and a sense of fear in order to avoid modernization.
McKinley, Roosevelt, and Hanna represented the rise
of modern America. But they had to convince the peo-
ple the only way you could get to a free lunch pail was
to modernize.” In case you hadn’t figured it out, Gin-
grich has Clinton pegged as Bryan, himself as today’s
version of the farsighted Republicans.

The McKinley-Roosevelt-Hanna crowd did two
things Gingrich admires enormously. They dominated
the agenda with ideas, issues, and policy initiatives,
and they were extraordinarily disciplined in con-
fronting Bryan. Their schemes for modernizing Amer-
ica, including the creation of a blue-water navy, pro-
duced a “constant wave of reforms”—precisely what
Gingrich craves now. 

And, he says, “they defined Bryan strategically, not
tactically. Bryan would have won a mano-a-mano race
with McKinley [in 1896]. He was a better candidate,
more energy, better speaker. They drew a very deliber-
ate contrast. What they were driving at was very sim-
ple: ‘No matter what Bryan says, no matter how ap-
pealing he is, no matter how effective he is, he stands
for the end of this country economically and you can-
not afford him.’ ” 

To keep ideas flowing, Gingrich has more than 100
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House members working on projects that may lead to
legislation, published studies, position papers, articles,
or books. Gingrich himself is a cornucopia of ideas. In
his best-selling To Renew America, written last spring,
he listed six strategic goals for America in the first
chapter. Later, he and his advisers worked up a “man-
agement memo” based on what Gingrich would like to
accomplish in seven-and-a-half more years as House
speaker. Three new strategic goals—creating a bench-
mark for government excellence, suppressing violent
crime and the drug culture, and “leading the plan-
et”—were added.

In the unlikely event Gingrich runs dry, he can call
on Kasich, who says, “Ideas give us energy. . . . High
energy doesn’t come from doing the same thing over
and over. It comes from the excitement of new ideas
and new approaches.” Kasich has assigned his staff to
come up with “budget ideas for the 21st century.”
Next year, he says, the budget may also stress pilot pro-
jects for testing new policies: “You’ve got to stay a step
or two ahead of your opponents, even a few ahead of
your own side.”

Gingrich has concluded the easiest way to lose the
offensive is by taking up peripheral issues: “What we
need to do is not get sucked into little fights that don’t
matter. We need to keep coming back to the big issues
that truly define things.” Curbing teenage smoking is-
n’t one of them. “It’d be silly for us to get into that
fight,” he says. “Let President Clinton fight that stuff.
My point to our guys is, ‘This fall no matter what
Clinton talks about, you talk about balancing the bud-
get while cutting taxes, saving Medicare with a better
plan, and getting welfare reform that emphasizes work
and family. If you talk about those, let him talk about
anything he wants to.’ ”

There’s another problem—the Senate. “It’s hard
for one body to be on permanent offense while the oth-
er is on permanent stall,” says Luntz, the pollster. By
balking at sweeping legislation that’s passed the
House, the Senate is “undermining” the GOP. “If the
Senate fails to pass the elements of the Contract with
America, the House will pay the price,” Luntz warns.
Republicans will lose seats. “Newt is powerless if
enough Republicans aren’t returned to office to con-
trol the House.”

Gingrich, for one, doesn’t think this will happen.
Rather, change and reform will spur more change and
reform, and permanent offense will become, well, per-
manent. “It’s the treadmill theory, “ says Luntz.
“When you put an animal in a treadmill, getting it
started is difficult because you’re running against grav-
ity. But once the treadmill begins to move, stopping it
becomes difficult. In politics, initial change is hard.
Once change becomes expected, preventing it or stop-
ping it becomes impossible.” Gingrich hopes so. ♦

W
HEN HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADERS met on
September 6, giddiness reigned. House
members had not been brutalized at town

meetings during the August recess, as some had
feared, over GOP plans to save $270 billion in
Medicare spending (and thus balance the budget in
seven years). The town meetings held by most House
Republicans had gone swimmingly, with few protests
over Medicare. Declared House Speaker Newt Gin-
grich: “By the end of August, it is fair to say that on
the core questions—does Medicare need to be saved
and do you want to see somebody do something about
Medicare?—we had won.”

In the Senate, Republicans aren’t so sure. Before
the recess, even conservative senators like Trent Lott
of Mississippi, the GOP whip, and Spencer Abraham
of Michigan, the most influential of the Republican
freshmen, were privately proposing to trim the $270
billion target, make a deal with President Clinton, and
take Medicare off the table as a hot political issue.
Now, they are less squeamish. Abraham was scarcely
asked about Medicare at all while in Michigan. But
others remain anxious, especially Pete Domenici of
New Mexico, chairman of the Senate Budget Commit-
tee. And Majority Leader Bob Dole is ambivalent. In
his September 5 speech to the Economic Club of
Chicago, Dole promised “this will not be an autumn of
compromise,” then contradicted himself by asking
Clinton “for the good of the country [to] agree to take
Medicare out of the realm of politics.” Sounds like
pre-emptive surrender, said Rep. John Linder of Geor-
gia, a Gingrich confidant. Dole insisted it wasn’t.

The Medicare strategy, as devised by Gingrich, is
to win three simultaneous battles: for public opinion,
the activist groups, and substance. It will begin in
mid-September with what Tony Blankley, Gingrich’s
flack, calls “a two-week rollout campaign” that in-
cludes a speech to the nation, TV ads, town meetings,
and congressional hearings.

On the public opinion front, Republicans have al-
ready achieved a level of success that amazes even
them. “Who’d have thought six months ago,” asks
Rep. Bill Paxon of New York, that the public would
come to believe Medicare must be reformed? Polling
substantiates exactly that. A national survey in August
by Frank Luntz found only 36 percent agreed that “if
balancing the budget requires cuts in Medicare or

Healthy Recess
by Matthew Rees
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slowing Medicare spending, I’d rather not balance the
budget.” (Fifty-six percent disagreed.) Also, 52 percent
disagreed that Republicans “want to cut Medicare
spending to find money to pay for their tax cut for the
rich.” More striking still was a poll for the RNC show-
ing the public trusts Congress more than Clinton (57
percent to 30 percent) to rescue Medicare.

For now at least, activist groups have been neutral-
ized. Republicans appeased the major concerns of con-
servative and free-market groups, particularly that the
reform plan would force old folks into HMOs, not
simply encourage them to give up traditional fee-for-
service care. The Democratic National Committee
launched attack ads on TV, and the American Associa-
tion of Retired Persons, a reliable ally of Democrats,
conducted town meetings. But neither of these August
offensives frightened Republicans or aroused the pub-
lic. The mud thrown by Democrats in their 13-state
advertising campaign either didn’t stick or, in South
Dakota, backfired. When a TV spot charged that “Re-
publicans are wrong to want to cut Medicare benefits,”
Democratic Rep. Tim Johnson of South Dakota urged
the ad be withdrawn there. “I simply cannot support
this type of partisan activity,” he said in an August 18
letter to Sen. Chris Dodd, chairman of the Democratic
National Committee. Dodd pulled the ad.

Republicans aren’t home free yet on Medicare, how-
ever. Gingrich isn’t worried, but other Republi-

cans fret over what will happen when the specifics are
presented publicly. The worst case is that Democrats,
the AARP, and other liberal groups will click with
their attacks on the substance of the Medicare propos-
al. To prevent a sustained attack, Republicans have de-
layed, until the last minute, releasing the contents of
the Medicare bill. They don’t want it nitpicked to
death like Clinton’s health care plan was last year.

The GOP plan is to accelerate consideration of
Medicare reform (a vote is expected in early October),
leaving opponents with only two weeks to mount criti-
cism. Some foes are ready. AFSCME, the state and lo-
cal government employee union, scheduled its $2 mil-
lion print, television, and radio campaign to begin just
before the GOP unveiled its Medicare proposal. Other
opponents are expected to weigh in heavily. At the
least, the onslaught will exceed anything Republicans
experienced at home during the August recess. On
their side, roughly $10 million worth of advertising
will support the GOP Medicare effort, much of it
funded by the Coalition for Change, an amalgam of
conservative and business groups. 

The key to success will be getting out of the gates
quickly, says Tom Scully of the Federation of Ameri-
can Health Systems. Indeed, Republicans will be in

hot water unless they immediately define what they’re
doing on their own terms. So far, they’ve done a good
job of this. Case in point: Rep. Dan Miller, whose
southwestern Florida district has a higher ratio of se-
nior citizens (35 percent) than any congressional dis-
trict in the country. When Medicare was raised at his
trailer park town meetings in June and July, the anger
was not so much with the GOP but with “the system”
for letting the financing get out of control. 

This fits perfectly with the Republican strategy of
framing their plans for Medicare reform as bold action
needed to avert bankruptcy rather than spending re-
straint required to balance the budget and cut taxes. To
the extent this message has gotten across to the public,
it’s been for three reasons. First, in true Gingrich style,
Republicans were prepared for a fight. Just this year,
the House has held 29 hearings, and the Senate nine
hearings, on Medicare. When House Republicans left
Washington for the August recess, they received a blue
briefing book that detailed the lessons learned from
the hearings. The book was composed of 20 overhead
slides, answers to likely questions, and a Medicare
primer prepared by Gail Wilensky, a former adminis-
trator of the Health Care Financing Administration.

Members were told to emphasize the $270 billion
figure is not a “cut,” but a “reduction in the rate of
growth,” and that much of the savings can be made up
through controls on fraud and abuse. They were given
a slogan—“preserve, protect and strengthen”—to de-
scribe their goal for Medicare (“improve” was dropped
from the slogan after polling found senior citizens did-
n’t believe the idea of improving Medicare was credi-
ble). On the PR front, Wilensky gave presentations in
senior-heavy districts, and some House Republicans,
such as Jim Kolbe of Arizona and Jon Fox of Pennsyl-
vania, established Medicare task forces. The Republi-
can National Committee issued daily press releases in
August on “Medicare Fact vs. Medicare Fiction” and
ran radio ads in 11 Democratic congressional districts
charging that the targeted member was “ignoring
Medicare’s looming bankruptcy.”

The second reason for Republicans’ preliminary
success is they took some of the sting out of their plan
by presenting it as bipartisan or even nonpartisan.
While this is a stretch, the GOP had a couple of valu-
able allies. The authors of the Medicare trustees re-
port, which predicted last April that the trust fund
would go broke in 2002, were three Clinton adminis-
tration Cabinet secretaries: Robert Reich, Donna Sha-
lala, and Robert Rubin. Many Republicans distributed
summaries of this report at their town meetings. Also
aiding the Republicans was Ross Perot. He testified
before the Senate Finance Committee on August 29,
and his new book, Intensive Care: We Must Save
Medicare and Medicaid Now, lays out ideas in rough
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agreement with those being talked about by the GOP. 
The third element was that Republicans persuaded

themselves that something must be done about the fi-
nancing of Medicare and that the public agreed. In a
Times Mirror poll in August, 87 percent said they’d
heard about Medicare’s serious financial problems.
Another poll showed 76 percent back “fundamental”
change in how Medicare works. 

While there were no major explosions over the re-
cess, a few brush fires needed tending. On August 7,
Gingrich had to delay an appearance at a Congression-
al Institute Medicare forum in Atlanta after Democra-
tic Rep. John Lewis led over 100 union members in a
demonstration. A few days later, a House Ways and
Means committee draft Medicare proposal, outlining
dramatic increases in monthly Medicare premiums
and the exclusion of medical savings accounts, was
leaked to the Washington Post. This prompted grum-
blings from the right, and op-eds started appearing in
the Washington Times and Human Events, warning of a
return to “ClintonCare.” Nineteen conservative ac-
tivists—Gary Bauer, Phyllis Schlafly, Paul Weyrich,
etc.—complained to Gingrich in a letter. Peter Ferrara,
a free-market health guru at the Washington-based
National Center for Policy Analysis, conferred with
key House Republican aides. And on September 6, a
number of conservative and free-market groups met
with Sheila Burke, Bob Dole’s chief of staff, to discuss
Medicare. Conservative grumbling quieted some. 

To put it mildly, Republicans have a lot riding on
the Medicare fight. Gingrich told the Washington
Times: “If we win the Medicare debate . . . we have es-
tablished a framework for a conservative majority for a
generation.” What he didn’t say is that if they lose, the
rest of the Republican agenda, plus the party’s
prospects in 1996, is in jeopardy. So for Republicans,
winning is practically everything.                                   ♦

S
UDDENLY, BOB DOLE’S NOMINATION no longer
seems inevitable. Having won less than a quarter
of the vote in the Iowa straw poll, he now trails

Bill Clinton in national surveys. Focus groups suggest
that the age issue is beginning to bite, and the return
of a campaign contribution to a group of gay Republi-
cans indicates a touch of panic.

Maybe the Dole campaign will shake off these

troubles and cruise to victory. But maybe not. As the
GOP agenda sinks ever deeper into the Senate’s bog,
Senator Dole’s downhill trajectory could accelerate. A
poor showing in the November 17 Republican presi-
dential debate, combined with, say, a third-place finish
in the accompanying Florida straw poll, would mark
the beginning of the end. By Christmas, Bob Dole
could be out of the Presidential race, graciously yield-
ing to the man who will have emerged as leader of the
Republican field: Colin Powell.

Half of all Republicans, in a recent U.S. News poll,
already say they want Powell to run for president. As
Dole falters, all Powell has to do is to shed his cloying
coyness about the pursuit of elective office, and temper
his pundit-pleasing disdain for political parties. He
will have to move, with all deliberate speed, to make
clear both his interest in the presidency, and his judg-
ment (with all suitable rhetorical qualifications and
modifications) that his rightful home is the Republi-
can party. At that point, Powell will be the only poten-
tial Republican nominee who easily beats Clinton in
the polls—and the candidate whose biography, charac-
ter, and personal deportment make a particularly at-
tractive and pointed contrast to Clinton.

Still, Powell is a moderate, and will present himself
more or less as such—“a fiscal conservative, with a so-
cial conscience,” as he says in his new book. Can a
moderate win the nomination of a conservative, new-
ly-energized, Reagan-Gingrich Republican party?
Yes—especially if Powell throws a few bones to conser-
vatives by saying the right things about personal re-
sponsibility, no new taxes, and limited government.

In any case, remember: Bill Clinton will be run-
ning in 1996 as a me-too Republican, muting the ideo-
logical contrast Republicans were able to draw with
him and the Democrats in 1994. And many conserva-
tive primary voters will reassure themselves that a
Gingrich-led House, and a Senate with an increased
GOP majority, will continue in any event to move
public policy in the right direction. Gingrich’s ideo-
logical victory in 1994 may have established the
groundwork for a far less ideological election in
1996—especially given the absence of any candidate
like Ronald Reagan, who commanded both ideological
loyalty and personal admiration. If Gingrich were a vi-
able presidential candidate, there might be less of an
opening for Powell. But Gingrich will continue to be
preoccupied by the Hill for the next two months—and
by then, if Powell is in, it will be hard for Gingrich to
justify launching so high-risk a candidacy. 

There would, of course, be conservative opposition
to Powell. But conservatives will likely remain divided
between Phil Gramm and Pat Buchanan—whereas
moderate Republicans will abandon Pete Wilson and
Lamar Alexander to close ranks behind Powell. And

President Powell?
by William Kristol
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lots of reasonably conservative primary voters aren’t as
ideological as some in Washington like to think. It
won’t be easy for his opponents to paint General Pow-
ell, Ronald Reagan’s national security adviser, as a typ-
ical moderate Republican squish.

So Powell wins the Republican nomination, picks
a pro-life running mate to obviate a third-party right-
to-life effort, and defeats Clinton.

Would a Powell presidency be a good thing? The
idea presents both risks and opportunities for enthusi-
asts of the revolution of 1994. The risk is that a Powell
presidency could thwart hopes for a fundamental
transformation of the Republican party and American
politics. A Powell administration would be centrist
and establishmentarian. The impetus to radical reform
of the welfare state might well peter out; Powell would
be to Gingrich what Bush was to Reagan.

On the other hand: Reagan was retired. Gingrich
won’t be. A Gingrich-led Republican Congress could
continue to push domestic policy to the right under
the umbrella of a Powell presidency. The mere exam-
ple of an up-by-the-bootstraps black Republican war
hero as president could have a broadly conservative
cultural effect. And a (presumably) huge victory by
Powell, running as a Republican, would expand and
solidify the emerging Republican majority. So, the ide-
ological opacity of a Powell presidency notwithstand-
ing, it could be a useful way station on the road to a
lasting conservative realignment.

This may be wishful conservative thinking. In any
event, a Powell candidacy may never happen. U.S.
News tells us that “political pros in both parties think
he won’t run.” The New York Times writes that “ex-
perts consider it unlikely that the general, a moderate
on many social issues, could win the Republican nom-
ination.” But the pros and experts are usually wrong. If
I had to bet today on one person for the Republican
presidential nomination, I’d put my money on Colin
Powell. ♦

F
OR TWO YEARS OF MY LIFE, I spent a good deal of
time answering the question, What is a nice Jew-
ish boy like you doing in a place like this? It

used to remind me of the old ad for rye bread: “You
don’t have to be Jewish to love Levy’s.” Well, you don’t
have to be an evangelical Christian to see the need for

a return to traditional values and hence to appreciate
the work of the Christian Coalition.

In December 1992, I was on the verge of unem-
ployment. My boss, George Bush, had just lost an elec-
tion. The Christian Coalition was opening a Washing-
ton office, and I decided to send my resume to Ralph
Reed, who appeared to be a real mensch and an unflap-
pable spokesman for a movement whose obituary was
prematurely being written. I was already a foot soldier
in the culture war; as deputy assistant secretary of
Health and Human Services, I had fought to sustain
Bush’s pro-life vetoes. And as one committed to the se-
curity of Israel, I felt that Pat Robertson was good for
the Jews. Besides, I am a baby boomer and had seen
Christians and Jews allied for civil rights and against
the Vietnam War. My first job out of college was orga-
nizing for the United Farm Workers, whose key
backer was the Catholic Church.

But in the mid-1960s, liberalism suffered a nervous
breakdown. Tossing old truths aside, liberal elites
propagated the view that drugs were okay, the two-par-
ent family was optional, criminals were misunder-
stood, prayer in public places was bad, and abortion
was just another form of birth control. Thirty years
later, it is obvious that our nation must experience a
cultural rebirth and that central to its regeneration is
putting faith and families first. Religious conservatism
is nothing more than a moral environmental move-
ment.

It is also, however, politically incorrect—and thus
fair game for stereotyping. My first day working for
the coalition, a page-one story in the Washington Post
described the followers of Pat Robertson as “poor, une-
ducated and easy to command.” The Post was immedi-
ately inundated with faxes reporting the bank balances
and advanced degrees of evangelicals, and we distrib-
uted a button on Capitol Hill that read: “Poor, unedu-
cated and easy to command.”

In that early phase of my association with the
Christian Coalition, even I wondered what truth there
might be in the general assumption that my new
crowd was bigoted and backward. It was with some
trepidation that I set out for my first encounter with
the Christian grass roots at a coalition meeting in Ba-
ton Rouge in March 1993. What I found were educat-
ed, family-oriented, middle- and upper-middle-class
people who actually hungered for Jewish allies. And
well they might. The media will take seriously a moral
message expounded by an Irving Kristol that they
would dismiss coming from a Christian conservative.

In early 1993, Washington was unfriendly to my
new employer in more ways than this. The Democrats
dominated the White House and the Hill, and many
Republicans blamed Bush’s defeat on the “religious
right.” These Republicans urged greater distance be-

Coalition Man
by Marshall Wittmann
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tween the party and the movement. Working the Hill
as a lobbyist, I sensed in others the same discomfort I
had felt myself before that trip to Baton Rouge.

Still, attitudes changed as legislators learned about
our mainstream program for family tax relief and
school choice and against federal funding for abortion.
It also helped that I was Jewish. Many legislators were
pleasantly surprised that we did not pass judgment on
their religious bona fides. Over and over, I pointed out
that we were a public-policy lobby, not a theological
organization.

In the end, the group most discomfited by my job
was my own family. My relatives, good open-minded
liberals, thought I was meshugah. To them, a “Christian
coalition” evoked pogroms and worse.

But America is not Europe. My grandfather emi-
grated to Waco, Texas, from Poland at the turn of the
century and ended his life a pillar of that Southern
Baptist community. Millions of Jews have similarly
thrived as a minority in Christian America. In fact, a
culture of tolerance has grown from our country’s
Christian roots, with the result that American Jews
face a greater threat from assimilation than from per-
secution.

That reality does not dispel the alarm Jews express
at conservative Christians’ desire to allow religious ex-
pression in the public square. National Jewish organi-
zations often join with civil liberties groups to protest
voluntary prayer in schools and the display of creches
in front of city halls. I believe these protests are mis-
placed. At a time when our children suffer from a lack
of character education and the vulgarization of the
popular culture, reminders of our Judeo-Christian her-
itage should be welcome. But the radical separation of
church and state is an article of faith in the liberalism
that is many Jews’ ersatz religion.

During my two years with the Christian Coalition
I never encountered even a trace of anti-Semitism
from the organization or its members—but I did wit-
ness intolerance directed at the coalition by an estab-
lished Jewish organization, the Anti-Defamation
League. In June 1994, with the coalition already under
attack from the national Democratic party, the ADL
issued a report suggesting that religious conservatism
was anti-Semitic.

Jews ought to be more receptive than that. They
ought to realize that religious conservatism is the na-
tion’s most dynamic political movement—and that no
non-Jewish group in America is more committed to
the security of Israel. I found it amusing to hear Jews
devalue evangelicals’ support for Israel by attributing
it to “biblical” teachings about the end of time. Where
did Jews acquire their interest in Israel if not from the
Bible?

The Christian Coalition is not asking for govern-

ment to impose morals, only to ensure that govern-
ment does not undermine the Judeo-Christian values
that built our nation and that are crucial to our future.
That is why it is kosher for a nice Jewish boy to have
worked for the Christian Coalition.

Marshall Wittman is a senior fellow at the Heritage
Foundation.

H
ILLARY CLINTON, IN BEIJING, complained pub-
licly about the treatment of delegates to the
U.N. Women’s Conference. She feared for

their fate. But what about the fate of China’s cigarette
smugglers? There are lots of smokers in China, and
the manufacture of cigarettes is a major source of rev-
enue. Let us consider the following headline on page
one of the May 30, 1994, issue of China Daily, an offi-
cial English-language newspaper published in Beijing:
“4 cigarette smugglers executed.”

A year later, on June 26, 1995, cigarette smuggling
had not yet been stamped out, according to a story in
the Business Weekly Supplement of China Daily. Un-
der the headline, “State raises checkpoints on the to-
bacco road,” we read: “Violators will face severe pun-
ishments.” The nature of the punishments is not spec-
ified. Let us not think, however, that China may be
getting soft. Another headline, the same day, an-
nounces, “34 drug traffickers executed.”

After Communism comes kleptocracy—rule by
thieves. China’s wealth is increasing rapidly. The ad-
jective most frequently used is “overheated.” Yet Chi-
na’s booming surge toward prosperity is being threat-
ened by corruption, which increases, despite dracon-
ian punishments.

Chairman Mao could not be corrupted. The great-
est monsters in human history have been incorrupt-
ible. Hitler, in 1944, when faced with the choice be-
tween supplying his beleaguered soldiers or transport-
ing Jews to death camps, chose to give priority to the
Final Solution. Not even the possibility of victory
could tempt him from doing what he thought right.
Similarly, Chairman Mao was so committed to the in-
sane policies of the Great Leap Forward that he al-
lowed between 20 million and 60 million people, most
of them peasants, to die during the years 1959-61. Mao
closed the universities during the Cultural Revolution
despite the fact that he knew he needed scientists to

Rule By Thieves
by George Jochnowitz
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build his atomic weapons. Mao’s loyalty to the Marxist
dream of equality, where people would “raise cattle in
the morning [and] criticize after dinner,” outweighed
China’s need to defend itself.

When Mao died, however, corruption took over.
This always happens when the crazy, wicked leaders
who create totalitarian states are followed by the sane,
wicked leaders who inevitably succeed them. The
Communist party, which Mao had created, was in a
position to monopolize corruption.

But what good is corruption in a world of poverty?
China’s leaders wanted to have a rich country to ex-
ploit, one that was worth exploiting. Deng Xiaoping
therefore invented Marxist capitalism—a system
where one worships Marxist teachings while ignoring
them. The advantage of Marxist capitalism is that it
provides a rationale for continuing absolute power of
the Communist party while at the same time letting
the country get rich.

As the economy becomes more capitalist, however,
outsiders—those not in the party—move into posi-
tions where they may participate in the corruption of
the state. An honest society, unfortunately, is not avail-
able as an alternative. Chairman Mao destroyed tradi-
tional values, and there is no legal system apart from
the Communist party. There is no democracy, which
could create a legitimate system that spoke with the
authority of the people. There are no human rights, so
there need be no human responsibilities. There is no
liberty, so there can be no room for moral choices. So-
cieties emerging from Communism are always corrupt
because they have to be. The framework for a system
based on law does not exist. Russia is no longer Com-
munist; China is. Both, however, are kleptocracies.

China might have become an exception to this
rule. During Beijing Spring, between April 15 and
June 4, 1989, China became an honest and a responsi-
ble state. Trucks carrying food and beverages to
Tiananmen Square kept passing by. Feeding the mil-
lion demonstrators in Beijing was a task that required
organization and a great deal of effort. A city-wide
drop in crime, accidents, and fires was reported. Had
the Democracy Movement not been crushed, China
would not have become a kleptocracy.

In a country with no politics, there is no way for
ordinary people to make their views known and no av-
enue for change from the bottom. There is no possible
connection between talking about politics and doing
something about it. All innovations come from the top
and are transmitted and enforced through the hierar-
chical structure of the party. New directives coming
from the party leaders can change life quite abruptly,
which makes Chinese society extremely unstable.

Stalin and Mao brought nothing but instability to
their people. No one knew when the laws would

change retroactively, since the law in a totalitarian
state is unknowable. No one knew when a new cam-
paign would be launched against some unsuspecting
and harmless group, like land-owning peasants or
teachers. No one knew when violent fighting would
break out, as happened during Mao’s Cultural Revolu-
tion, when rival groups of Red Guards killed each oth-
er for the greater glory of Chairman Mao.

Stability means that governments can change
legally and in an orderly fashion. It means that dis-
agreement is viewed as a constructive way to exchange
ideas. Only democracy can bring stability. Corruption
and instability go together. Dictatorships resort to se-
vere punishments because they have to. Sooner or lat-
er, the dictator falls, and chaos surfaces. There is no le-
gal process to choose a new leader.

Perhaps trade, wealth, and openness will lead Chi-
na to create an orderly, stable society after the death of
Deng Xiaoping. Perhaps. But China’s decision to treat
those in attendance at the U.N. conference as terrify-
ing interlopers is not evidence of stability. And the ex-
ecution of four cigarette smugglers is not a sign of or-
der.

George Jochnowitz is a professor at the College of Staten
Island CUNY.

T
HE BOMBING CAMPAIGN against Radko Mladic’s
Bosnian Serb army alone has not solved the
Balkan crisis. But NATO air strikes have dra-

matically altered the situation in the Balkans to the
point where a peaceful settlement stands its best
chance to take root since the start of the conflict four
years ago. More important, the success of this mea-
sured but effective use of military might may help the
world’s most powerful nation get over the pervasive
fear that every foreign policy tangle is a Mission Im-
possible. That would be a welcome step forward, be-
cause a timid superpower poses a greater danger to the
present world order than ten Serbias.

When the foreign ministers of Bosnia, Croatia, and
Serbia met in Geneva on September 8 to begin talking
about a settlement of the conflict, they stood on the
rubble of four years of conventional wisdom that
American and NATO military action in the Balkans
could have no useful effect. Indeed, just this past
month, Gen. Charles G. Boyd (recently retired as

Mission Possible
by Robert Kagan
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Deputy Commander in Chief of the U.S. European
Command) declared in the pages of Foreign Affairs that
any course of action other than acquiescing to the ter-
ritorial demands of the Serbs was foolhardy. American
and NATO military power could accomplish little.

“Only very large numbers of troops on the ground”
could “make a difference,” Boyd wrote, skillfully em-
ploying the Powell doctrine with its usual purpose of
frightening civilian leaders away from the use of force.
Air power? “Despite its appeal to the amateur strate-
gist, a reliance on air power alone—the strike option—
in this type of terrain with these kinds of targets has
never held any real promise of conflict resolution.”

For years, military experts like Boyd and politi-
cians from both parties have patiently and persistently
explained to the American people that military ac-
tivism doesn’t work. Every military campaign is a po-
tential quagmire; every air campaign is futile; every
use of force promises body bags or downed pilots but
no hope of success. Our expensive, high-tech tanks
won’t work in the Middle Eastern desert. Our laser-
guided bombs won’t work in the Balkan hills. Foreign
disputes in which we involve ourselves, especially in
this post-Cold War era, are “age-old” or “ethnic” and,
therefore, “intractable.” Those we support and those
we oppose are irrational and thus not susceptible to
the kinds of threats and blandishments that once
worked so well in dealing with such rational leaders as
Stalin, Khrushchev, Mao, and Kim Il-Sung.

Small wonder Americans sometimes seem unen-
thusiastic about conducting foreign policy. They have
been told that the world is a chaotic, incomprehensi-
ble place where the old rules about power no longer
apply—and where even the weakest players are some-
how impervious to the vast military, economic, and
political influence America wields.

Until last week, the Mission Impossible syndrome
thrived on the Bosnian crisis. American fears of

what could go wrong in any military mission, com-
bined with the perception that Bosnia’s conflict was
waged by men driven mad by ethnic hatred, had
turned the Bosnian Serbs into invincible giants. In ad-
dition, a prostrate Russia scarcely able to quell the re-
bellion of Chechens on its own territory transmuted
into a powerful Serb patron capable of vetoing interna-
tional decisions just as if it were the Soviet empire of
old. And America’s own allies had come to appear as
powerful as they were independent, capable of disdain-
fully brushing off America’s feeble requests as if this
were once again the early nineteenth century.

It took the tiny army of Croatia to prove that the
enormous dark shadows that had paralyzed American
foreign policy were being cast by very small and vul-

nerable figures. NATO’s air campaign might have suc-
ceeded in cowing the Serbs even without the Croatian
victory in the Krajina last month. But one wonders if
the United States and NATO would have had the
courage to launch the campaign before the Croats re-
vealed just how weak the Serbs really were. Even as
waves of NATO warplanes flew missions over a virtu-
ally depleted Bosnian Serb army, even as Serb leaders
in Serbia and Bosnia both eagerly sought negotiations
while the bombs fell, American and NATO officials
fretted about what the fist-shaking Mladic would do
next—as if there were something he could possibly do
in the face of such overwhelming power.

NATO airstrikes will not create the “enduring so-
lution” Boyd and others claim to want. But the de-
mand for enduring solutions to the world’s troubles is
really just a debater’s trick. It is also another key ele-
ment of the Mission Impossible syndrome, for it sets
the bar ever beyond the reach of any practicable for-
eign policy. A successful policy in the Balkans will
solve problems where possible and suppress the worst
manifestations of the problems that cannot be solved.
To accomplish that perfectly reasonable and important
goal, however, will require Americans to get past their
misplaced fear of their own powerlessness.

This fear may be America’s only serious weakness
in the post-Cold War era, but for a great power it can
be the most dangerous. Displayed daily by politicians
and pundits whose words are beamed to every corner
of the world, the Mission Impossible syndrome begs
for challenges from the world’s ruthless men. They
know that the United States, even after its triumph in
the Cold War, still has Vietnam on its mind. They
know that although America has the wherewithal to
destroy them, American will to do so will always be
open to question. 

As if to prove the point, Mladic brought up Viet-
nam last week in a CNN interview. He reminded view-
ers how the United States had left Southeast Asia with
its “tail between its legs,” and he predicted it would do
so again in Bosnia. In the past six years, Manuel Nor-
iega, Saddam Hussein, and Raul Cedras all made the
same calculation. The result in all three cases was an
unnecessary intervention.

Americans could save themselves and the world a
great deal of trouble if they developed a bit more confi-
dence in the prudent and timely use of force, a confi-
dence commensurate with their nation’s capabilities.
Military missions will always be fraught with risks,
but the leadership role that politicians in both parties
claim for the United States cannot be won without
some risk. And after years of being told about all the
many chances for failure, perhaps the launching of last
week’s air campaign will remind Americans that mili-
tary action can also succeed. ♦
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P
ERHAPS MOHAMMED SALEH, one of the World
Trade Center bombers, put it best in a letter to
an appeals court: “There is no need to say, ‘Who

is Kunstler?’ He is as a mountain on the ground.”
Well, now William Kunstler of the scoliotic stoop and
caterpillar brow, is in it—a victim of heart failure at
the age of 76.

Defender of Stalinists, all-around press hound, and
guest star on TV’s Law and Order, Kunstler was the
subject last week of the kind of mindless eulogizing
leftist icons always seem to generate. The Los Angeles
Times: “He came to epitomize a generation of white,
middle class attorneys who worked for civil rights,
fought police brutality and protested the Vietnam
War.”

Reuter: “He fought against what he saw as the
racism of the judicial system, backing unpopular black
defendants in difficult cases.” David Lerner of the
Center for Constitutional Rights called him “a great
American hero, a leader of the fight for social justice.”
“He devoted his life to fighting for the oppressed,”
cried law partner Ronald Kuby.

Kunstler’s downtrodden roll call included the fol-
lowing: an Atlanta child murderer (Wayne Williams),
a Central Park rapist (Yusef Salaam), two mob dons
(Joseph Bonanno, John Gotti), a crack smoker (Mari-
on Barry), numerous cop killers (the Black Panthers,
Larry Davis, Leonard Peltier), a would-be assassin
(Quibilah Shabazz), a mass assassin (Colin Ferguson),
conspiring mass assassins (the Islamic World Trade
Center/United Nations cartel), an assassin’s assassin
(Jack Ruby), and a man acquitted of clerical assassina-
tion (El Sayyid Nosair, seen by numerous witnesses
leaving the hotel ballroom with gun in hand where ex-
tremist Meir Kahane was murdered by gunshot, but
convicted instead on other charges as the witnesses
howled in disbelief).

Lest anyone doubt he was a true patriot, ask flag-
burner Gregory Johnson and KGB two-timer Clayton
Lonetree, to whose aid he came. But a patriot for
whom? It fell to Joan Baez to feel his red-blooded
scorn in 1979, when her famous open letter to Hanoi
protesting human rights violations was greeted with
Kunstler’s response: “I don’t believe in criticizing so-
cialist governments publicly, even if there are human-
rights violations. The entire Baez campaign may be a
CIA plot.”

Nosair, still in prison on federal charges, told
Reuters, “He was a very good-hearted man who treat-
ed me like a son and I will miss him.” You’re not
alone, El Sayyid. ♦
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Law

The Standard Question: When Newt Gingrich
innocently proposed to revive orphanages, the media, the
Clintons, and the children’s lobby went bonkers. A primi-
tive idea, they insisted. Maybe not, said sociologist
Charles Murray, when you consider the alternatives. If
you died, Murray asked, would you want your surviving
children to be raised by a welfare mother, in the foster
care system, or in an orphanage run by a church or syna-
gogue? Good question. So THE WEEKLY STANDARD had
pollster Fred Steeper of Market Strategies ask it in a na-
tional survey of 1,000 Americans conducted August 25-
28. The result: 55 percent chose an orphanage, 16 percent
a welfare mother, 16 percent the foster care system, 13
percent didn’t know. ♦

You Gotta Lunch Hurt: Now that Cal Ripken has
bested Lou Gehrig, the obvious question for the sabre-
metricians is: Who holds the record for “doing lunch” in
Washington? Consensus has it that the late public-rela-
tions man Robert Gray set a 2,130-lunch total that may be
impossible to beat. Rain or shine, Democratic or Republi-
can administration, from the glory days of Sans Souci to
the closing days of Maison Blanche, Gray was there.

Former Democratic National Committee chairman
Robert Strauss gave Gray a run for the money, but Strauss
had to go onto the 2-year disabled list when named am-
bassador to Moscow during the Bush administration.
Larry King was looking good there for a while, but they
closed his favorite establishment, Duke Zeibert’s, and he
just hasn’t been able to get into the rhythm since. Besides,
King had a heart attack a few years ago, and had to spent
a few days convalescing. Larry just couldn’t lunch hurt.

If any reader has a candidate for the title of Washing-
ton Lunch Iron Man, please submit a name and list of fre-
quented luncheon establishments to: Iron Man Competi-
tion, THE WEEKLY STANDARD, 1150 17th St. NW, Suite
505, Washington DC, 20036. The winner will be the sub-
ject of George F. Will’s next book, Men at Lunch.

♦

Your Weekly Reader: With the ascension to power
of a college professor with a taste for reading lists, the staff
of THE WEEKLY STANDARD will be providing, on occa-
sion, an utterly unscientific reading list of our own fa-
vorite books on subjects of interest in the news. First up:
a subject near and dear to everyone’s heart; four great
novels about money you might want to take a look at:

•The Financier, by Theodore Dreiser. A Mike
Milken-like investor is so successful playing the
markets in post Civil War Philadelphia that the Old
Guard sees to it he is thrown in jail.

•The Titan, also by Dreiser. The businessman ar-
rested in The Financier gets out of jail, moves to
Chicago, and builds the subway system.

Killers Loved Him
by Matt Labash
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•Framley Parsonage, by Anthony Trollope. In
which a yuppie Anglican minister finds himself per-
sonally overextended—perhaps the only genuinely
great novel about debt.

♦

Don’t Hate Them ‘Cause They’re Klansmen:
When the KKK took their travelling show to the little
Wisconsin town of Elkhorn, the hooded ones got their
oxes gored in the process. Seems the county board was all
set to officially denounce the Klansmen by passing a reso-
lution denouncing “hate groups” when an alert citizen
decried using the word hate, because, well, hate is one
mean and insensitive moniker. Fortunately, a solution
swiftly arrived: The Klan would officially be branded an
“unhappy group.” What a cross for a hoodlum to have to
burn, er, bear—no longer feared, melancholy Klansmen
are to be understood

The resolution also included the creation of some-
thing called “Project Lemonade,” which placed local
charities in the very unhappy position of wanting the
aforementioned “unhappy group” to stay in town and say
unhappy things for months on end. Why? Because the

aim of “Project Lemonade” was to make “lemonade out
of lemons” by getting Elkhornians to donate a certain
sum of cash to a favorite charity for each minute the
Kluxers hung around.

♦

Second-Tier Blues: What, do you suppose, is it like
to work for a presidential campaign that is going ab-
solutely nowhere? A clue could be found on fax machines
across Washington on Sept. 6, when the Lugar for Presi-
dent campaign sent out a press release so bizarre that it
cries out for comment and explication. It began: “A pow-
erful special-interest group has rejected Senator Dick Lu-
gar’s pledge not to raise income tax rates because Lugar
also pledged to defend the United States ‘under condi-
tions of war or severe domestic crisis.’ ”

That must be some evil special-interest group, no?
No. Turns out the target of the Lugar campaign’s wrath is
none other than Americans for Tax Reform, a very, very
Republican group. The press release goes on to quote “R.
Mark Lubbers, Lugar’s campaign manager,” who calls
ATR’s executive director, Grover Norquist, a “petty in-
side-the-beltway pupeteer.” “The President of the United
States is not a marionette,” thunders Mr. Lubbers, who
would get more respect from us if he dropped the “R.”

The sad, exquisite irony is that the Lugar campaign
has resorted to a public assault on Grover Norquist be-
cause he was the subject of a front-page piece in the Wash-
ington Post two days earlier about his role in the Republi-
can revolution. So Dick Lugar is seeking press attention
by going after a solitary political operative because that
operative is getting more press than Lugar, a senator and
presidential candidate. Yeow.

♦

How to ‘Move Right’: Bob Dole’s efforts to appeal
to conservatives are gaining momentum, as this schedule
of Dole’s activities this week, purloined from Dole for
President headquarters, proves:

Monday, Des Moines. Call on Pulitzer Prize com-
mittee to revoke 1931 prize given to Stalin-loving
New York Times reporter Walter Duranty.

Tuesday, Concord. Recognize Taiwan as the one true
China; demand action on Quemoy and Matsu.

Wednesday, Manhattan. Apologize to the descen-
dants of Douglas MacArthur for the Truman fir-
ing.

Thursday, Washington. Demand President Clinton
pull U.S. from International Olympic Committee
in order to prevent world government.

Friday, Ames. Accuse Evian of putting flouride in
bottled water.

Saturday, Boca Raton. Insist that Bartlett’s include
more quotations from Ronald Reagan.

ppScrapbook
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1995

Y
ou’ve lied!” Newt Gingrich rails. “You’ve cheat-
ed Bud Shuster!” The Speaker of the House is
sitting on a blue leather sofa in a closed office

across the street from the Capitol berating Rep.
William Thomas, the chairman of the sensitive Over-
sight Committee, which manages the internal affairs of
the House of Representatives. Majority Leader Dick
Armey and Rep. Jim Nussle, who chaired the Republi-
cans’ transition to majority status in the new Congress,
listen in stunned silence, along with several staff mem-
bers.

Glancing over a spreadsheet, Gingrich is furious at
the way Thomas has computed the 30 percent cuts the
Speaker has ordered in the $223 million budget of the
19 House committees. The cuts, which are being dis-
puted by several committee chairmen—including
Transportation and Infrastructure’s Bud Shuster—are
central to Gingrich’s determination to control and
streamline the House. He is convinced that the Ways
and Means Committee, to take one example, can fash-
ion welfare and tax legislation as efficiently with a
budget of $10 million as it has with $16 million. But it
appears to him that Thomas has derived the cuts from
false assumptions and that he has been unfair to Bud
Shuster. Shuster complained to Gingrich in an “urgent
alert,” “Bud to Newt” memorandum early this morn-
ing.

Gingrich and Thomas have a complex relation-
ship. Only a year and a half apart in age, they came to
Congress in the late seventies, became friends, and
shared an apartment for a time. But two years ago,
when Gingrich was the Republican whip in a Demo-
cratic-controlled House, he tried to remove Thomas as
the ranking Republican on the Oversight Committee
for being too accommodating to the majority party.
Thomas bested Gingrich’s candidate for the post and

thereafter mended his ways. Now that the Republicans
control the House, Gingrich has surprised insiders by
appointing Thomas chairman of Oversight, even
though the post’s power has been considerably dimin-
ished; he is now, for all intents and purposes, Nussle’s
subordinate.

“You’re getting to your numbers, but you’re getting
there by lying and cheating Bud Shuster!” Gingrich
shouts.

“No, sir! No, sir!” Thomas says, flabbergasted and
uncharacteristically deferential. “That is not true!”

“You do this every time!” Gingrich stands and
moves away from Thomas.

“Those are good numbers,” Thomas insists. But he
promises to review them. He and his staff leave Gin-
grich, Armey, and Nussle in private. Armey finally
speaks, suggesting that Gingrich might want to let
Thomas and the committee chairmen try to resolve
their differences before the Speaker invests the pres-
tige of his office in any dispute.

The Speaker, whose temper cools as quickly as it
flares, acknowledges that Armey may be right.

The Republican high command—Gingrich, Ar-
mey, Whip Tom Delay, and John Boehner, who chairs
the Republican Conference comprising the full GOP
House membership—gathers three hours later at a
huge table in the Speaker’s conference room overlook-
ing the Mall. They try again to resolve the disputes
that sparked the clash between Gingrich and Thomas.
Aided by computers, Thomas and his staff have clari-
fied their budget plan, and Gingrich realizes his anger
was in error. Shuster will have to live with a reduced
budget. However, the results fail to satisfy another
chairman, Don Young, who heads the natural re-
sources committee.

A bearded former trapper and boat captain from
Fort Yukon, Young is one of only a few Republicans
out of 230 in the House who did not sign the Contract
With America. “I’m not a joiner,” he explained. He is
believed also to be the only member of Congress to
carry a buck knife in his boot.

Instead of conforming to the 30 percent budget cut
that Gingrich has decreed, Young is demanding an 18
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percent increase, in part because his committee has ex-
panded responsibilities, having absorbed parts of two
other committees since the last Congress.

“Damn it, Newt, I told you I was gonna go out and
do this job,” Young says. “I’m gonna have all these
hearings. I’ve got all this travel. We’ve never traveled
before. It only looks like a lot because the old commit-
tee never spent any money.”

“But this is a huge increase. Why do you need a $2
million increase?”

Young seethes. “I can’t do the job without it. You
won’t let me do the job.”

“Well, we’ll find somebody who can do the job,
Don.”

“Don’t threaten me!”
“Don’t you threaten me!” Gingrich shouts.
“I’ll have to cancel all my hearings!” Young de-

clares.
Both men rise to their feet at opposite ends of the

table. Dick Armey and the other leaders try to calm
them. “You have asked for too much money, Don,”
Armey says. “Everybody else has cut by a third. You
cannot justify this increase.”

Young leaves the room. Gingrich still wants to
compromise with the complaining chairmen, but the
other leaders insist that he back the cuts—which he
ordered. The Speaker reluctantly agrees, his anger
ebbing.

“This is not the pleasant part of being Speaker,”
Gingrich says.

The pleasant part of being Speaker occurs that
evening when the House, with Gingrich presiding, ap-
proves a bill limiting certain lawsuits. The vote is 325
to 99, with 99 Democrats joining 226 Republicans in
voting yes. It is the twelfth consecutive bill in the Con-
tract With America to pass the House.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1995

Try to look a little less student-like and radical and
you might be on the noon sweep on CNN,” Newt

Gingrich tells the students of “Renewing American
Civilization,” his 20-hour college course. They are
chatting over breakfast in a sleek cafeteria as rain
drenches the campus of Reinhardt College in northern
Georgia for the seventh consecutive weekend. CNN’s
Bob Franken and a camera crew have been permitted
access to the breakfast. “They’re trying to do a back-
ground package,” Gingrich says, munching strawber-
ries and cantaloupe in atonement for past pancakes
and sausage. “We’ll be at Day 50 next Wednesday.
Everybody and their brother is trying to figure what
does this mean?”

“I think there’s a great sentiment in the country
right now to return to something that works, some-
thing you can grab hold of,” says Terry Terrell, 46, a
compact, curly-haired former Navy pilot and writer
for aviation magazines who is enrolled in “Renewing
American Civilization.”

“We’re not returning to anything—we’re stepping
into the future,” counters Janet Sanders, 33, a pre-law
student. Formerly a Las Vegas dancer, now married to
one of the Oak Ridge Boys, the honey-blonde Sanders
drives to Reinhardt from Nashville every Friday eve-
ning to take the course. “The framers of the Constitu-
tion, while fearing tyranny, were also fearing mobocra-
cy,” she says, continuing a previous breakfast conver-
sation. “If we step into the Third Wave, as the Tofflers
suggest we are going to do, will the Constitution need
to be redrafted?”

“Not redrafted, maybe modified,” Gingrich says.
“Would it call for a constitutional convention, or

could we do it by amendment?” asks Sanders.
“I don’t think we know yet. If you remember [poll-

ster Daniel] Yankelovich’s argument—there is a differ-
ence between public opinion and public judgment.
What you’ve got to do is design a system which does
not worship public opinion, but which is ready to have
a dialogue that creates public judgment.”

“So how do you preserve the stability?” Sanders
asks.

“I think you have to have a long dialogue,” Gin-
grich says. “I’m finding myself right now in the debate
between six- and twelve-year term limits. Exactly
based on your concern, think about how long it takes
to reach a judgment rather than have an opinion, and
then how long it takes to learn to lead a free people.
And my guess is that the people who favor six years to-
tally underestimate and undervalue the difficulty of
leading people. It’s very hard to educate leadership in
four years, which is what you would have with a six-
year term—at the end of your fourth year you’d have
to be a leader. That’s too short a growth curve to deal
with the world. It’s a direct repudiation of republican
government. It’s mobocracy. The founding fathers
wanted republican government.”

“How necessary do you think term limits are if the
population exercises their right to vote?” Sanders asks.

“Term limits are a very crude effort, which I sup-
port, to rebalance the system. Sometimes in life, you
can’t make fine gradations. They’re the only club that
people have figured out. From city council, to county
commissioner, to the state legislature to the federal
government, you have a class of incumbent politicians
that is sickening the system—incumbents rigging the
game for their own survival.”
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“Doesn’t the very idea of career politicians go
against the notion of government of the people?”

“No, in fact, I would argue that it’s silly to think
you won’t have career politicians.”

“Well, I would argue that the whole intent of our
Constitution—the reason we have elected officials—is
so people like us can go to Washington—”

“None of the Founding Fathers would have be-
lieved that. Not that people like you shouldn’t go, but
the minute you go, you become a career politician.
This is a very important point. The purpose of elec-
tions is to choose between a series of competent peo-
ple. It is not to pick ignorant amateurs who don’t have
a clue about a free society. It’s a very important differ-
ence. Look at who wrote the Constitution. Benjamin
Franklin was in politics his whole adult lifetime.”

“Well, that’s a very inside-the-Beltway thing to say,
that ignorant amateurs—I would dare say that Dr.
Frist or Fred Thompson—”

“Dr. Frist is a professional politician,” Gingrich
says. Bill Frist, a Nashville heart surgeon, and Fred
Thompson, a Nashville lawyer, were both elected to
the Senate in 1994.

“By virtue that he just won an election?”
“No, by virtue of the fact that he systematically

mastered the requirements of the profession.”
“So, he was an ignorant amateur until he got into

the race?”
“No, no. The concept of the ignorant amateur is

very important. The concept that you can sponta-
neously spew up 535 well-meaning citizens who will
randomly show up in Washington and magically do
good, totally undervalues how hard it is for a free peo-
ple to work together. It is a totally misleading myth.
Bill Frist did exactly what he did to become a surgeon.
He sat down and, in a highly disciplined, intelligent
way, said, look, I want to be an effective citizen, and ef-
fective senator. I don’t want to just go and babble. How
does an effective citizen learn how to do this? There is
a profession of public leadership, just as there is a pro-
fession of military command. Every one of the Found-
ing Fathers was a professional. None of them were am-
ateurs who showed up on Tuesday and said, I have this
inspiration, let me just do it, because my creative
juices are flowing. All of the Founding Fathers would
have repudiated that model and said, that’s exactly
what you meant by ‘mobocracy.’ That’s the mob.”

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1995

Amoral crisis equal to segregation, equal to slav-
ery,” Newt Gingrich called the welfare system at

his January swearing-in. Despite growing consensus

that something must be done, the Republican welfare
bill is proving to be the most inflammatory and divi-
sive component of the Contract With America. In ad-
dition to proposing the most radical changes in gover-
nance since the 1930s, the bill has aroused the pro-life
lobby, which worries that the measure’s goal of dis-
couraging out-of-wedlock births might have the unin-
tended effect of increasing abortions. A Democratic
amendment to strike an “illegitimacy” provision is at-
tracting pro-life Republicans, including the influential
Henry Hyde. But the Gingrich-controlled Rules Com-
mittee bars the amendment from floor debate, know-
ing that if it passes, the bill will lose the support of
members who believe that curbing out-of-wedlock
births is a key to transforming welfare.

The floor battle is rougher, the tactical calculus
trickier, than at any time since the crime bill last fall.
Passing the welfare bill itself isn’t the most immediate
of Gingrich’s worries. His team first must pass the
“rule” governing debate on amendments. Controver-
sial bills sometimes founder on their rule, and Hyde
and his allies oppose this rule because it bars the
“abortion” amendment from debate. If they pass the
rule, the Speaker’s men then must defeat a Democratic
“substitute” welfare bill; approval would cloud the fate
of the Republican measure. Then they must defeat a
“motion to recommit,” which opponents of bills usual-
ly offer at the end of debate. If approved, the recommi-
tal motion sends the bill back to the committee that
drafted it, effectively killing the bill. Only if Gingrich
overcomes those obstacles can he bring the welfare bill
itself to a vote.

At noon, with Gingrich across town speaking be-
fore the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Whip Tom De-
Lay’s count shows the Republicans narrowly losing
the rule and the Democratic substitute bill, offered by
Nathan Deal of Georgia, gaining support. The whip
team has pushed Republican members as far as it can.
Gingrich aide Jack Howard calls his colleague Leigh
Ann Metzger in the Speaker’s car and asks that she
make sure he returns from his speech in time to hud-
dle with undecided Republican members before the
vote.

By 1:30 Gingrich is working the House floor. By
2:00 he and Majority Leader Armey are behind the
closed doors of Armey’s adjacent office listening to
Cliff Stearns, Jay Dickey, John McHugh, and a half
dozen other pro-life members who believe the welfare
bill may foster abortion. The meeting is tense but
strangely subdued, more like an academic seminar
than the more typical pep rally. Gingrich and Armey
tell the dissidents that the abortion amendment has
less to do with curbing abortion than with Democratic
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tactics for defeating the centerpiece of the Contract
With America. One of the amendment’s cosponsors,
Democrat Pete Stark, they say, is the quintessential
rich liberal elitist up to no good.

“Pete Stark isn’t pro-life,” Armey asserts. “He’s just
trying to kill our welfare bill. Ask yourself whose agen-
da he’s furthering with this amendment.”

A television set glows with the muted image of Mi-
nority Leader Dick Gephardt, who is outside on

the floor stem-winding the Democratic side of the rule
debate to its climax, claiming that the Republican bill
“will throw millions of innocent children out on the
street.”

When Gephardt finishes, Rules committee chair-
man Gerald Solomon concludes the debate for the Re-
publicans.

A bell sounds in offices throughout the House side
of the Capitol summoning members to vote. The un-
decideds in Armey’s office give no hint of their deci-
sions and return to the floor, which is filling with
members and the whip teams of both sides.

The Speaker, who normally votes only when the
count is close, inserts his card and presses “yes.” The
electronic scoreboard shows a dead heat as the num-
bers mount. It’s clear that Gingrich’s and Armey’s pri-
vate entreaties were only partly successful. Stearns and
McHugh vote yes on the rule, Jay Dickey no.

Gingrich corners Marge Roukema of New Jersey,
who has just voted no. Roukema is the senior female
Republican in the House; in 1989 she backed Gin-
grich’s opponent in his race for whip. Now, it isn’t
clear why she opposes the rule. Could it be she just
wants some attention? After an extended conversation
with Gingrich, she switches to a yes.

The Speaker also confers with Jay Kim, the Kore-
an-American from California, who has voted no on the
rule because he is concerned about the fate of immi-
grants under the welfare bill. Gingrich promises to ad-
dress the immigration issue later, perhaps in a separate
bill. Kim switches to yes.

Dick Armey listens to his fellow Texan, Joe Barton.
“I’ve never voted against right-to-life in my career,”
Barton laments.

“And you’re not doing it now,” Armey counters,
contending that a vote for the rule isn’t a vote against
right-to-life. “A bunch of us are just as pro-life as you
are and we’re for the rule without the amendment.”
But Barton doesn’t want to mar his 100 percent score
with the National Right to Life Committee. He votes
no.

Gingrich’s entire senior staff works the floor—

chief of staff Dan Meyer; senior floor aide Leonard
Swinehart; Jack Howard, who specializes in welfare
and crime; Arne Christenson, who handles budget and
appropriations; and Ed Kutler, who concentrates on
health care and liaison with the governors—along
with Armey’s staff and the regular whip forces. Jack
Howard has managed to preserve three yes votes from
among two dozen conservative Democrats angry at
Republicans over a budget and appropriations contro-
versy.

Don Young, the Alaskan with the buck knife, has
been courted by the Democrats on the rule vote but re-
turns to the Republican fold at the last minute.

When time expires, the yes’s lead the no’s 217 to
211. Six Democrats are absent from the chamber,
enough to tie and thus defeat the rule if they all vote
no.

Standing next to the podium, Len Swinehart qui-
etly tells Speaker pro tempore Michael Oxley of Ohio,
“Put down the gavel—let’s get this over with.” In the
past, the House has been leisurely about bringing
votes to a close. At the beginning of this Congress,
however, Newt Gingrich made clear he would enforce
the prescribed time limit of 17 minutes.

Oxley complies, with what has been known since
ancient times as a “quick gavel,” and the vote is closed.
The approval of the rule is one of the narrowest victo-
ries to date in the 104th Congress. Some 15 Republi-
cans, most of them conservative pro-lifers, opposed the
rule. Had it not been for the three Democrats who
supported it, and the Republicans who switched under
pressure from Gingrich and Armey, the rule would
have been defeated, sending the welfare bill, its future
very much in doubt, back to the Rules Committee.

The next major test of the respective strengths of
the two sides—the vote on the substitute bill of-

fered by Democrat Nathan Deal—comes tomorrow af-
ter several amendments are debated. If Gephardt can
get all 204 Democrats and the independent socialist
Bernard Sanders of Vermont to support the substitute,
he will need only 13 Republicans to pass it. For the
first time in the 104th Congress, the Democrats smell
blood.

The next day, a dozen Republican governors, in-
cluding John Engler of Michigan, Tommy Thompson
of Wisconsin, and William Weld of Massachusetts,
await Gingrich in the basement of the Washington
Court Hotel. They are upset with him. They feel he
has promised more welfare reform than he is deliver-
ing on the House floor next week, and they plan to tell
him so. The welfare bill on the floor of the House does
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not provide as much independence as the governors
want. Many conservatives still want to micro-manage
welfare from Washington. It has been decided in re-
cent days that food stamps will not be sent back to the
states in the form of block grants at all.

“I did the best I could—I can’t control all my peo-
ple,” Gingrich tells the governors after listening to
their complaints. “This all may be moot. I think we
may lose the bill. We nearly lost the rule, we could lose
on the Deal substitute, we could lose on the motion to
recommit, we could lose on final passage.”

This is a revelation to the governors.
“Newt, are you serious?” asks Tommy Thompson.
“We’ve got a real problem—I don’t know how it’s

going to turn out,” Gingrich replies.
“What are you going to do to solve it?” Engler

asks.
“I don’t know if I can solve it.”
The dynamic of the room changes from unhappi-

ness with some aspects of a bill the governors thought
a sure winner to fear of losing a bill that in many ways
is satisfactory.

“What can we do to help?” Thompson asks.
“You can come over to the Hill and tell your state

delegations that this is critical, that you need their
help.”

The governors cancel a crowded slate of previously
scheduled meetings and workshops through the after-
noon.

“Who should we see first?” Thompson asks.
“Hyde. You need to see Henry Hyde. If we lose

Henry Hyde, we lose it all.” Gingrich explains that it’s
unclear how Hyde, who nearly defeated the vote on
the rule yesterday, will go today.

Henry Hyde has never seen so many governors in
one place—certainly not in his suite of offices in

the Rayburn Building. One of the courtliest men in
Congress, Hyde greets Engler, Thompson, Jim Edgar
of Illinois (the only one Hyde knows personally), Kirk
Fordice of Mississippi, Fife Symington of Arizona,
Terry Branstad of Iowa, and Mike Leavitt of Utah.

John Engler takes the lead in explaining how ac-
tive the governors have been in the fashioning of the
welfare legislation and how important they consider
its passage.

“I think the bill will pass,” Hyde says.
“We’re concerned that it will get hung up on this

abortion thing,” one governor says, “and I say that as a
pro-life governor.”

Hyde reflects. “Well, I can tell you that I will vote
for the bill. You can count on it.”

The excitement among the governors is palpable.
Republican party chairman Haley Barbour, who is the
governors’ host, slips out to a telephone and calls Newt
Gingrich, whose assistant pulls him from a strategy
session of the Republican leadership.

“Henry says he’s going to vote for it,” Barbour
says.

“Well, find out where he’s going to be on the mo-
tion to recommit.”

Barbour returns to Hyde’s inner office. Hyde de-
clines to say flatly how he will vote on recommital—in
other words, he’s agreed to vote for the bill if it comes
to that but has not guaranteed that he will not vote to
kill it right before then. “It won’t be a problem,” he
says. “You don’t need to worry about it.”

Barbour calls Gingrich back: “He won’t say for
sure, but says it won’t be a problem.”

Back in the meeting with the governors, Barbour
says to Hyde: “A lot of people are looking to you for
leadership on this.” 

“I’ll help with some people,” Hyde says.
Encouraged, the governors disperse to call on their

own congressional delegations.
An aide bursts in on Gingrich. “Governor Engler

is on the floor. How do we get him off?” Rules strictly
bar outsiders from the House chamber, even VIPs,
when the House is meeting.

“What’s he doing?” Gingrich asks.
“He’s beating the s— out of Upton.”
“Over welfare?” the Speaker says.
“Yeah.”
“Let him do it.”
Fred Upton is a moderate Republican congress-

man from Engler’s state of Michigan, who has es-
tranged himself from the new Republican leadership
because of a penchant for working on bipartisan pro-
jects with the Democrats, who are now urging him to
vote for their substitute measure.

The governors and Henry Hyde prove crucial in
returning straying Republicans to the fold. While the
Democrats are solid for the Democratic alternative,
only one of the GOP members who voted against the
rule votes for it, and it goes down 228-205 at 7:30 p.m.
Newt Gingrich is given the results by telephone in
New York. 

Having been assured of the result by Armey and
DeLay when the effects of the governors’ lobbying be-
came clear, he decides to keep a long-standing speak-
ing engagement.

He speaks in Manhattan again Friday morning,
and then returns to the Capitol in time for the vote on
the motion to recommit and the bill itself in the early
afternoon. The motion fails. The bill passes. ♦
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C
harles, Prince of Wales,
has a Character Prob-
lem. He whines. He

complains. Baring the scars of
emotional trauma, he traces his
woes to the doings of others,
and, so doing, erodes his own
case. If he reaches the throne, he
may never possess it. He will
never, to many, be King. In this
he resembles Bill Clinton, his
counterpart and contemporary,
who, three years into office, has
not yet been President.

What does the Prince share
with the not-quite-the-presi-
dent, beyond mothers fond of
the races, and marriage to iron-
willed blondes? Both belong, it
appears, to a Lost Generation
done in not by war, but by
peace. Born post-war, and post-
atom, their wars were either
cold or small. Post-Depression,
they were spared true privation.
Post-penicillin, post-polio, they
were borne by medicine past the
infectious diseases that had
borne off the old, and the young.
They had in on a tide of materi-
al plenty: inventions, gadgets,
and toys. Born safe—born
healthy—they were not yet born
happy: Into the void cleared by
the absence of exterior challenge flowed an intense
preoccupation with the self. The generation with the
least to complain of became the most intensely self-
pitying, the most easily frightened, the most readily
fazed.

In the absence of real ills, small ones became giant,
or were invented completely. The generation without

struggle invented the Midlife
Crisis. The Identity Crisis. The
Crisis of Meaning. Age was a
crisis. So were Relationships.
Normal transitions became awe-
some hurdles, consuming acres
of newsprint. Finding oneself
became a life’s work. Given the
world, the boomers turned in-
ward, defining external events
by their personal impact. 

War is a metaphor for trial
and challenge. It is also a mark-
er, to define generations. It sepa-
rates Charles from his forebears,
who lived through the bomb-
ings; separates Bill from Jack
and Ike. Near the 50th anniver-
sary of the D-Day invasions,
which drained the young blood
of three nations, the rock musi-
cian, Kurt Cobain committed
suicide at 27, having found a
soft life too trying to bear. When
Andy Rooney remarked that
other young victims could have
made use of the years he dis-
carded, he was scolded by Anna
Quindlen, then the doyenne of
the New York Times Op-Ed page,
for failing to appreciate the
stress placed on the sensitive by
the strains of American life.
Quindlen’s place on the Op-Ed

page itself was a sign of the Times, as a one-time forum
for policy matters becomes an encounter session for
the sensitive and not-so-very-young. Flora Lewis once
wrote of international politics; Quindlen’s beat was to
discuss herself. With Frank Rich, and others, she was
invited by the Times’ boomer publisher to turn the
page into a support group where boomers dissect their
impressions, only marginally connected to events. 

The differences here merit discussion, for they
concern the mood of the age. Lewis, and others, had
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specialized knowledge. When Quindlen and Rich, a
one-time drama critic, write of foreign affairs, military
affairs, or elections in Oregon, they know no more
than their readers, which is somehow the point. What
they know does not matter. It is what they feel—or
rather, what they feel—that counts. The central idea—
that history exists in its impact on boomers—was ex-
pressed best by Clinton, seen by both Rich and
Quindlen as a generational model, when he told a
group of military veterans he would have liked to have
had their “experience,” as if it were another form of
Outward Bound. 

Older people—FDR and Ike; writers like Lewis
and Reston—saw themselves as moving through his-
tory, validated by their performance in it. Clinton and
his staff (which, one writer said, has more veterans of
therapy than military service), and writers like Rich
and Quindlen as well, see history as something that
earns its importance in the way that it happens to
them. Everything thus becomes
cause for self-pity; even the ab-
sence of struggle. Clinton thinks
himself ill-served as a leader in
lacking a crisis to rally the coun-
try; like hunger, or Hitler, or
war. In the same way, the mod-
ern young lack the defining
prospect of imminent danger,
which gave shape to the lives of
Anne Frank and young soldiers. 

In time, as the boomers ap-
proach their fifties, political fall-
outs ensue. The main traits that
mark the boomers—introspec-
tion, self-importance—are pow-
erful solvents of moral authority,
of the gravitas needed to lead.
These attitudes tend to erode
both presence and character.
They bring adolescence into
middle age. Clinton still clings
to the role of the student, a role
that John Kennedy shunned.
Kennedy, when elected, was
years younger than Clinton.
Teddy Roosevelt took the oath
at 42. Charles’s grandfather,
George VI, was 40 when he be-
came a war leader. He died in
1952 at 53. Martin Luther King
was not yet 30 when he began
his civil rights protest; 31 in
1960, when he was arrested; 39

when he was shot. All were adult, in ways that the
boomers seem unable to emulate.

Some were even adulterers, proving that this is not
the key part of the character issue: Their problems are
less with Camilla—and Paula, and Gennifer—than
with their excruciating efforts to explain. It is not sins
of the flesh that keep them less than respected, but
failings more subtle in manner. The prime boomer
traits, of complaint and exposure, run counter to mon-
archs, and men. They are the one thread that binds he-
roes together, uniting as one a diverse group of people,
excusing a wide range of sins. Oddly, they rouse, in
their disdain for pity, the affections the boomers so
crave. Moist boomer pleas bring disgust and derision.
The ironic edge of Jack Kennedy, who detested emo-
tion, tapped the gusher of tears at his death. Boomers
make crises of life’s incidentals. 

Leaders make crises small change. Kennedy and
Roosevelt, who knew physical pain, did not share it

with others. Reagan legitimized
himself as a national leader
when he made jokes in the oper-
ating theater, a response that
comes more easily to those who
place the focus of the universe
outside themselves. The idea
was that things were fine; but if
not, he would manage to bear
them; a promise that proved to
be true. In November 1994,
when it became clear that the
advanced Quindlenization of
their putative heirs had brought
the House of Windsor and De-
mocrats to the point of extinc-
tion, Reagan, nearing his 84th
birthday, announced himself in
the early stages of a frightening
disease. There was in his letter
no visible pity, but concern for
others, hope for the country,
trust in the future, and fate. It
was the message of a man who
knew himself, knew the world,
knew the difference between
them. 

It was the mark in effect of
the stoic persuasion, essential to
presidents, and kings. Which is
why Charles will not be king,
even if crowned, and Bill Clin-
ton will not be president, even if
reelected. ♦
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N
ot since Mary Matalin’s famous fax from
Bush campaign headquarters in 1992—
“Sniveling, Hypocritical Democrats,” was

the demure Miss Matalin’s choice of headline—has a
political press release seemed so disproportionate to its
subject. It was an attack fax, launched in mid-July,
from the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Commit-
tee. Its hapless target: John Warner, the brick-jawed,
silver-maned Republican senator from Virginia. The
occasion: Warner’s vote against an amendment to the
Regulatory Reform Bill regarding meat and poultry
regulations.

“DIRTY ROTTEN STINKING . . . MEAT,”
wrote the DSCC flacks in bold letters. “WARNER TO
VOTERS: EAT THIS.” The release went on to slam
“E-Coli Republicans” for a vote that “literally threat-
ens Americans lives.”

“Next time you go to your local supermarket and
stand at the meat counter, beware,” the fax concluded.
“Because what is lurking beneath the cellophane
wrapped cut of meat or chicken could literally kill you
and your children.”

As an example of overcooked rhetoric, this is
fine—Matalinesque, even. Tone-deaf and tasteless, it is
also a symptom, like the fabled Matalin memo, of
something larger and even more entertaining. The
Matalin memo revealed a campaign without purpose
or intellectual weight. The DCSS memo is evidence of
nervous collapse.

Capitol Hill is no stranger to bizarre behavior, of
course; 1995 marks Robert Dornan’s seventeenth year
in Congress. But even B-1 Bob might have found
cause to cringe when George Miller, Democrat of Cali-
fornia, announced after one Republican legislative tri-
umph: “It is a glorious day—if you’re a fascist.” Sever-
al events this summer, considered cumulatively and
examined with the cold eye of the diagnostician, sug-
gest that the Democratic party, the world’s oldest and
most honorable political institution, the party of Jef-
ferson and . . . well, Jefferson, is cracking up—break-
ing down, wigging out, caving in, off to see the Wiz-
ard, bound for the nuthouse.

“Nervous breakdown” is not a medical term, and
according to diagnostic textbooks it can denote any

number of varied phenomena: delusions of grandeur,
unexpected fits of temper and dyspepsia, a generalized
disregard for conventional behavior. Breakdowns tend
to strike, the textbooks note, “at times of transition or
change, such as adolescence, middle age, entering or
graduating from school”—or losing (to extend the list)
the chairmanship of a powerful House committee.

This may be the case with Sam Gibbons, for exam-
ple, who is today the ranking minority member on
Ways and Means, though he seems unaware of the
“minority” aspect of his role. For years the Florida
Democrat labored thanklessly in the shadow of Dan
Rostenkowski, whose demise in 1994 left Gibbons
briefly at the wheel of Congress’s most significant
committee. Dethroned prematurely by the Republican
Terror, Gibbons has been given to outbursts on the
House floor. “You all sit down and shut up,” he ex-
plained, in a famous exchange with Republicans last
March. “I will be as petulant as I want to be.”

Like the faded silent-film queen Norma Desmond,
alone in her mansion on Sunset Boulevard, Gibbons
has dealt badly with the fact that he is no longer a star.
As a member of the minority, for example, he has lost
the authority to call committee hearings, with which
he could command the attention and obedience of ju-
nior colleagues, his staff, and the press. So in August
he called a committee hearing anyway.

The toy hearing had all the trappings of the real
thing. Five Democrats (but no Republicans) gathered
with him in the cavernous Ways and Means commit-
tee room. Lines of spectators—congressional staff and
lobbyists, mostly—snaked out the door. C-SPAN
broadcast the proceedings live. Gibbons called the
hearing to order, administered the oath to panels of
witnesses, and placed before him the official little blue
light that glows whenever a witness jabbers overtime.
He commanded the room with a chairman’s gravitas.

The theme of the hearing heightened the air of un-
reality. The Medicare trust fund, Gibbons intended to
prove, isn’t going broke after all, and any intimations
to the contrary—including those by the fund’s Demo-
cratic trustees, who warn of bankruptcy in seven
years—are scare tactics. “It is sound today,” an-
nounced Gibbons, “and we’ll keep it fiscally sound.”
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Several newspapers—caught in a classic codependent
relationship—solemnly reported the pretend chair-
man’s vow, without pointing out that he is in no posi-
tion to keep it. 

Other House Democrats have joined Gibbons in
purring “Ready for my closeup, Mr. De Mille.”
Charles Schumer, in happier times the chairman of a
Judiciary subcommittee on crime, held his own pre-
tend hearing in July. The subject was the paramilitary
groups terrorizing the American outback, and
Schumer too deployed the trappings expected of a real
hearing called by a real chairman: the little blue light,
the panels of witnesses, the opening statements, the
whirring cameras and obliging newsfolk, and the
crowds of spectators. All that was missing were the lit-
tle men in white coats, for Schumer, like Gibbons,
seemed unaware that he was no longer chairman of
anything. Congressmen who selected themselves as
members of Schumer’s nonsubcommittee contributed
suitably incendiary statements during Schumer’s
make-believe hearing. Congressman Miller described
the militias as “the Republican constituency.” And
Schumer himself called Republicans “mealy-mouthed
mollifiers of the militias.”

Extravagance of speech, along with uncontrollable
alliteration, is symptomatic of nervous collapse, and
large numbers of Democrats have succumbed on and
off the House floor. The Nazi trope has proved irre-
sistible. “These are people who are practicing genocide
with a smile,” said New York’s Major Owens, of his
Republican colleagues. “They’re worse than Hitler.”

“Nobody knew what was happening to the Jews,”
said Charlie Rangel, also of New York, “and today
when you see what is happening—education being
knocked first on the list, health care for the poor as be-
ing knocked, welfare checks taken away—it just seems
to me that there is a similarity.”

To Republicans who opposed the nomination of
Henry Foster, Pat Schroeder advised: “Slow down. We
don’t believe in lynchings. We don’t want to see that
kind of goose-stepping over women’s rights.”

“This Republican proposal”—a welfare reform
bill—“certainly is not the Holocaust,” John Lewis re-
assured the House in March. “But I am concerned. . . .
They are coming for the poor. They are coming for the
sick, the elderly, and the disabled.”

And what will Republicans do when they nab
them? Leon Panetta, discussing the Republican pro-
posal to increase funding for the school lunch program
by 4.8 percent, suggested an answer. It “would really
take food out of the mouths of millions of needy
schoolchildren, toddlers, infants and mothers.”

When the Third Reich metaphor seems temporari-

ly exhausted, the Democrats have fallen back on more
general imagery. “All this bill does,” said California’s
Pete Stark, referring to welfare reform, “is push poor
people off a cliff.” Or, in Pat Schroeder’s alternative:
“The first thing being thrown off the ship are women
and children.”

But House Democrats in extremis have refused to
settle for words alone. They have shown them-

selves capable of action as well. 
John Lewis, for example, was asked by the Con-

gressional Institute in early August to appear with
Newt Gingrich and other Georgia congressmen at a
Medicare forum in suburban Atlanta. Lewis never re-
sponded to the offer, but in the end decided to show
up anyway, with a four-bus caravan of union activists
in train. 

Lewis and his friends popped up at the Stouffer
Waverly Hotel in Cobb County just as the forum was
getting underway. The activists were outraged at the
GOP’s plan to increase Medicare spending $1,900 per
recipient over seven years. As they stormed the hotel
ballroom, they carried signs and shouted: “Where is
Newt?” As it happened, Newt was in a back room. But
not for long—he quit the hotel altogether rather than
battle to be heard. Then the congressman and his col-
leagues chanted: “Newt is scared!” Lewis’s demonstra-
tors marched onto the stage. They raised their fists.
And then they left.

“At some point,” Gingrich later said of Lewis, “he
needs to realize he’s a congressman.” Lewis does real-
ize this, of course, but as his party collapses, the defini-
tion of what a congressman does, and can do, is being
endlessly expanded, even to include the task of cor-
ralling mobs to shout down a colleague.

Pat Schroeder has learned the lesson as well. Four
days after Lewis demonstrated in Atlanta, Gingrich
held a book signing at Denver’s Tattered Cover book-
store. Hundreds of demonstrators gathered outside,
shouting “Down with Newt.” Their signs, more in-
ventive than those from Lewis’s demonstrators,
ranged from “Go Back to Hiding Under a Rock, Ya
Lizard,” to “Newt, What’s Next? Concentration
Camps for the Poor?”

A local radio host accused Schroeder of helping to
organize the protest—a charge the congresswoman
dismissed as “the silliest thing I’ve ever heard.” Hours
later she issued a statement declaring herself “proud to
have helped organize the protests.” Indeed, her staffers
had faxed announcements of Gingrich’s appearance
and even arranged “phone trees” to alert networks of
activists. One flyer distributed by her office implored
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Denver’s activists to match the successful efforts of
their Atlanta brethren: “On Monday, Gingrich was
met with such ardent protest in his home state of
Georgia that the event he was attending had to be can-
celed. We want to show him that Coloradans are just as
involved . . . and just as angry.”

Alas, despite the protests, Gingrich’s book signing
proceeded undisturbed. He was even allowed to talk!

A s anger seizes the Democrats and clouds their
judgment, as the cracks in the crack-up grow

wider and deeper, only one other politician has
emerged to rival Gingrich as an object of their
loathing and revulsion: their leader, President Clin-
ton. 

The loathing showed itself most clearly this June,
when the President proposed a plan to balance the
budget in ten years. Faced with the option of either
criticizing Republicans or offering a constructive alter-
native to their plans, the President went constructive.
David Broder and other establishmentarians cooed in
admiration, but Clinton’s fellow Democratic politi-
cians may never forgive him.

“I think it sucks,” said Congressman Fortney
“Pete” Stark. “It’s a quantum leap backward in social
policy, and it will have long-lasting, explosive results,”
said Congressman Don Payne. “The real losers will be
the elderly and the families that support them,” said
Majority Leader Dick Gephardt.

“There is no way, at this point, for us to deal with
it,” said Congresswoman Louise Slaughter about Clin-
ton’s budget. Dealing with it, of course, is the problem.
“I don’t want to deal with it,” said Rep. Vic Fazio. “He
thinks we are like abused children who will come back
and ask him to love us again,” said George Miller. “We
won’t.”

Rep. Sherrod Brown had the most succinct coun-
terproposal of all: “Maybe we need to reopen Pennsyl-
vania Avenue.” Ka-boom.

In nervous breakdowns, there is anger, of course, but
the shrinks speak of other symptoms, too: lassitude,

a sense of disarray, a feeling of being tugged downward
by forces beyond one’s control. At meetings of the De-
mocratic House leadership, David Grann reported in
The Hill, attendance routinely hovers around 25 per-
cent. Only five of nineteen leaders showed up for one
recent strategy session. In the cloakroom Democrats
snap at one another. When asked by Grann to com-
ment on the performance of the Democratic leader-
ship, Charlie Rangel replied, “Democratic what?”

In one noteworthy episode, the House Democrats
and a rump group of Republican moderates were de-
feated on a vote they had won just three days before.
The reason for the unexpected defeat was that eight
Democrats failed to show up for the second roll call.
Before long the excuses began floating in. One con-
gressman said he had been attending a Lamaze class
with his wife. Several more had left town. Another was
home with a sick baby. Congressman Sydney Yates
said he missed the vote because he was feeling
“queasy.”

It’s catching. Professional Democrats in Washing-
ton glumly admit to feeling queasy, dispirited, and so
very alone. One of them has even compared their lot to
that of Scott O’Grady, the American airman downed
over Bosnia, who subsisted on bugs and the squeez-
ings from his sweat socks.

“The difference between House Democrats and
Captain O’Grady,” this House Democrat told the New
York Times, “is that Captain O’Grady had allies.” Too
true. Plus, Capt. O’Grady managed not to go insane. ♦
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I
n Iran or Nicaragua, a revolution occurs when a
badly shaven leader harangues a street mob into
frenzy, leads them through the streets to sack the

palace, guns down the palace guard, writes a new con-
stitution, and invites his supporters to pillage the
country’s treasury. After a couple of centuries of peace
and prosperity, Americans have learned to use the
word “revolution” a little more casually. To French or
German ears, Newt Gingrich’s promises of “revolu-
tionary change” would sound more than a little men-
acing. Not in happy America, where falling computer
prices spark an “information revolution,” where im-
provement in manufacturing standards is breathlessly
described as a “quality revolution,” and where your lo-
cal Chevy dealer celebrates the Fourth of July with
“revolutionary savings.”

Still, if “revolutionary change” means less in the
United States than it does elsewhere, it continues to
mean something—at the least, a substantial and perma-
nent change of direction in public policy. One-third of
the way through the Republican congressional majori-
ty’s mandate, a revolution in that sense has yet to ar-
rive.

Perhaps the word “revolution” is itself part of the
problem. Another Republican “revolution” was pro-
claimed 15 years ago—the Reagan revolution—and its
efforts to alter the fundamental nature of Big Govern-
ment were ultimately unavailing. In fact, the most suc-
cessful Republican Congress of the modern era was the
80th—the one derided by Harry Truman as the “Do-
Nothing Congress.” What Harry Truman defined as
“nothing” would now be revolution enough, far more
like revolution than anything yet to emerge from the
104th Congress.

Certainly, the Republicans have enacted important
reforms and courageously voted for large cuts in feder-
al expenditures. The reductions in congressional
staffs, the ban on proxy voting in committees, term
limits for committee chairman—these reforms, resist-
ed for decades by a Democratic leadership richly mer-
iting Gingrich’s abuse of it as “corrupt,” are pumping
some of the bilge water out of the ship of state.

The House’s attack on federal over-regulation like-
wise represents real change. So does the willingness to

be held to account by the electorate on the items of the
Contract with America—regardless of the actual merit
of those items. So, finally, do the eleven appropriations
bills thus far voted out of the House, which collective-
ly contain spending cuts that average 4.4 percent.

But while real, the changes effected by the new Re-
publican majority are also sharply limited. Remember,
it isn’t the federal budget as a whole that’s being cut by
4.4 percent, but only the limited portions of it that
must still go through the old appropriations proce-
dure. Not only Social Security, but Medicare, Medic-
aid, veterans’ benefits, and all other entitlements pro-
grams will be left unscathed by this round of budget
work. Even within the discretionary portion of the
budget, grotesque boondoggles that out-of-power con-
servatives howled against for years escaped the Repub-
lican budget-drafters unscathed. Retired Rep. Tim
Penny, co-author of the abortive Penny-Kasich budget
cut plan in the 103rd Congress, ticks off some of the
most egregious examples: the Legal Services Corpora-
tion and the Maritime Administration, impact aid to
school districts with large numbers of federal employ-
ees and the Appalachian Regional Commission.

Every passing week, another increment of enthusi-
asm seems to leak out of the House Republicans.

Talk of abolishing the Energy, Education, Labor, and
Commerce departments has subsided. So have hopes
for an attack on corporate subsidies: Of the $40 billion
in cuts proposed by Budget Committee Chairman
John Kasich—$15 billion worth of cuts in grants to
business and the elimination of $25 billion worth of
favors to specific firms and industries secreted in the
tax code—only $1.5 billion emerged from the House
Appropriations Committee. And don’t pin all the
blame on the old fossils who chair these committees:
One of the most passionate defenders of the Energy
Department, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Eco-
nomic Development Administration, and the Ap-
palachian Regional Commission has been Zach
Wamp, a hot-blooded freshman populist from eastern
Tennessee.

The hardihood of business subsidies casts an un-
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flattering light on the House’s huge reductions in
spending on regulatory activities disliked by employ-
ers: 30 percent out of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration’s enforcement budget, 40 per-
cent out of the Environmental Protection Agency’s
enforcement budget. A House that cuts OSHA but
won’t cut the Export-Import Bank lends plausibility to
the jibe that the Republican Party is animated less by
passion for limited government than by a subservience
to the wishes of corporate America.

Indeed, on the one important vote where market
principles and business interests collided, the House
emphatically put business first: The Contract with
America’s pledge to defend property rights against reg-
ulatory takings was distorted by a last-minute amend-
ment that defined federal water subsidies as a form of
“property.” The business interests that dominate the
great spending committees—Agriculture, Transporta-
tion—have already learned to pay their protection
money to Republicans rather than Democrats, and the
well-rewarded House committee chairmen of the
104th Congress in return are transfusing cash from the
taxpayers to favored industries and firms almost as en-
thusiastically as the committee chairmen of the 103rd.

As for the Senate—well, there the news is nearly all
bad. Stephen Moore, director of fiscal policy at the
Cato Institute and the editor of the House Republi-
cans’ latest manifesto, “Restoring the Dream,” com-
plains, “It’s as if George Mitchell still ran the place.”

Republican optimists argue that the real revolution
remains “one election away”—that true reform will
not come to American government until after the elec-
tion of a Republican president and the strengthening
of the Republican congressional majority in 1996.
There’s a lot to that: Big budget cuts, the redesign of
vast programs like Medicare and Medicaid, the recon-
ceiving of welfare probably cannot be accomplished
without presidential salesmanship. But the optimistic
view contains one fatal weakness: Which of the Re-
publican presidential candidates is going to fight that
fight? The most probable nominee, Robert Dole, has
shown himself indifferent to—actually mystified by—
serious conservatism throughout his career. The Re-
publican revolution may indeed require one more
election; unfortunately, the election required is not the
one likely to occur in 1996.

And it’s equally plausible—perhaps more so—that
the optimists are wrong. Just as the strongly liberal
Congresses elected in 1974, 1964, and 1932 did most of
their damage in their first two years, so the Republican
majority elected in 1994 may never be stronger than it
is in 1995-96. Which means, that just as we are all
urged to live our lives as if we could be summoned to-

morrow to meet our Maker, so the Republicans would
be wise to proceed as if all they will achieve for a
decade will have been achieved by January 1997.

If anything, precedent suggests that conservative
Congresses ought to proceed with even greater haste
than liberal ones. Twice before in the postwar era, zeal-
ous conservative Congresses have stormed Washing-
ton, determined to redirect American government.
The first brought in the “Do-Nothing Congress,”
which took the oath of office in 1947. The second was
the 97th Congress, seated in 1981. Both were exhaust-
ed within two years: the Republicans who won the
House in November 1946 were swept out again by
Harry Truman’s surprise reelection, while the Repub-
lican-conservative Democrat coalition of 1980 was
shattered by the loss of northeastern GOP seats in the
recession year 1982.

But one of those Congresses, that of 1947-48, at least
left behind a roster of enduring achievements; the

other, that of 1981-82, saw its work erased as soon as it
left town. The Republicans of the 104th Congress
might want to recall the reasons for the robustness of
one legislative record and the evanescence of the other.

Truman may have denounced it, but under the in-
formal but undisputed leadership of Sen. Robert Taft,
the Republican House and Senate majority of 1946-48
did the following. It enacted the Taft-Hartley amend-
ments to the Wagner Act, quashing New Deal hopes
that America would become a union-dominated polity
in the way that Britain, Italy, and West Germany did.
It forced the repeal of wartime price controls on food
and other consumer products. It put a (temporary)
stop to the draft. It slashed military spending. It cut
taxes. It scrapped FDR’s wartime food-stamp pro-
gram. It closed down Eleanor Roosevelt’s experiments
with federally supported day care. It limited Washing-
ton’s role in the middle-class housing market to fi-
nancing rather than (as liberals then wanted) con-
struction and management, too.

Perhaps most important, it rejected one after an-
other of President Truman’s projects for extending the
ambit of Big Government: above all, his hopes to cre-
ate an American version of Britain’s new National
Health Service.

Not all these victories proved permanent, of
course. But even in retrospect, the 20-year respite from
activist government won by the 80th Congress
amounted to more than merely a holding action. For
liberals, the postwar years represented the best—per-
haps the only—opportunity for the construction of a
European-style social democracy in the United States.
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Thanks to Taft and his Republicans, that opportunity
was lost.

The legacy of the 1980 Congress has, sadly, proven
far less durable. Not for lack of ambition: in 1981, the
97th Congress gathered the courage to vote $64 billion
in domestic spending cuts, the largest round of expen-
diture reductions since the Eisenhower era. It merged
three separate tax cuts—the Kemp-Roth reductions in
marginal tax rates, the indexing of tax brackets to in-
flation, and a business wish list—in a gigantic reduc-
tion in government’s demands upon the citizenry.

Not much of that work remains. The business tax
cut was substantially retracted in 1982, Social Security
payroll taxes were hiked in 1983, the tax on capital
gains was hoisted up to 28 percent as part of the 1986
tax reform, and the income tax rates lowered in 1986
were pulled back up in 1990 and again in 1993. As for
the spending cuts, they dissipated even faster. The U.S.
spent about $5 billion on housing programs in 1983.
The government spent less in 1984 than it had in
1983, less in 1985 than in 1984, less in 1986 than in
1985, less in 1987 than it had in 1986. Then, suddenly,
all gains evaporated: Between 1987 and 1988, housing
spending nearly sextupled, to $14 billion. By 1990, the
federal government was spending more than $25 bil-
lion on housing programs. Housing is an unusually
dramatic example, but in area after area of domestic
discretionary spending, the restraint imposed in 1981
disappeared after 1986, and sometimes sooner.

What made the difference? The 1980 Congress
contented itself with trimming, limiting, and contain-
ing existing programs. Between 1980 and 1988, only
two federal programs were eliminated—revenue shar-
ing with the states and the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act. The latter was promptly re-
placed by a new training program led through the Sen-
ate by future Vice President Quayle.

The 1946 Congress, though it left much of the New
Deal alone, struck decisively when it moved at all.
Price controls were not lifted gradually; they were
abolished outright. The closed shop was not tampered
with; it was prohibited. The formula for eligibility re-
quirements for food stamps was not made more strin-
gent; food stamps themselves were junked. Texans
joke that it’s useless to chop mesquite down with an
ax; it will just grow back the next day. You have to
blast it out of the ground with dynamite. The same
holds true for federal spending programs. Leave even a
smidgen of root in the soil, and within a year or two it
will have regained its old size, plus some.

So far, the 1994 Congress has followed the example
of 1980 rather than that of 1946. Even programs that
rank at the top of its “must eliminate” list, like the Na-

tional Endowment for the Arts, are not scheduled to
disappear until after the next election. That’s a fair
guarantee of their ultimate survival. Other programs
will absorb budget cuts that can swiftly be reversed if
political fashions change. Future Congresses will also
find it easy to circumvent the Republicans’ major reg-
ulatory changes—the restrictions on unfunded man-
dates upon states and the stricter protection of private
property rights—with technical-sounding procedural
changes unlikely to excite much public indignation.

It’s possible that more substantial achievements
are still to come. If welfare is transformed into a block
grant and handed over to the states, that would repre-
sent a reform as dramatic as anything that happened
in the 1940s. If the Republicans redesign Medicare to
bring its convulsively growing costs under control,
that too would represent reform. But the portents are
not especially favorable in either case. Especially not
for Medicare. It is increasingly apparent that the com-
plexities of reform—and its political risks—are flum-
moxing Republicans. “Restoring the Dream” strikes a
distinctly nervous note whenever the topic comes up:

Given the sheer magnitude of Medicare’s financing
shortfall, bipartisan cooperation is essential to establish
needed, lasting reforms to keep the promise of Medicare
to future generations. . . . We must begin to put
Medicare on a sound financial footing, and we ought to
do this on a bipartisan basis. . . .

[We will] solicit broad participation from a variety
of experts and the public. . . . There must be a dialogue
that permits as much participation by the public as pos-
sible. By the end of the entire process, we will propose
the changes necessary to preserve Medicare’s solvency.

I doubt that’s how Senator Taft talked when he was
drafting Taft-Hartley.

Today’s Republicans believe that the best guaran-
tor of the irreversibility of their reforms is a polit-

ical one: their confidence that the 1994 election signals
the long-delayed arrival of the often-sighted perma-
nent Republican majority. Because they trust that the
electorate will not soon turn against them, they are not
bothering to cast their new policies in ways that will
be difficult to repeal. The possibility that today’s cut-
back will regenerate under some future liberal majori-
ty seems to them far-fetched. That’s quite a gamble.
Even if the Republicans do hold the House of Repre-
sentatives indefinitely, there’s no certainty that the
conservative faction within the Republican party will
retain the upper hand—and no certainty that “conser-
vatism” in the next century will go on defining itself as
necessarily opposing expensive government. 

In the 1996 polls, Pat Buchanan is again demon-
strating what he demonstrated in 1992: the potential
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appeal of a free-spending, nationalistic conservatism
entirely different from the conservatism of Goldwater
and Reagan. Who can predict confidently that
Buchanan-style conservatism will not soon carry far
greater weight within the GOP?

More ominously, by betting the permanence of the
1995-96 reforms on the electorate’s remaining in a
conservative mood, the Republican majority is hob-
bling itself. If the legacy of the 104th Congress will
evaporate the moment the Republicans lose power, Re-
publicans will quickly—and not unreasonably—come

to regard holding onto power as the most urgent of all
their responsibilities. 

Unfortunately, the surest way for conservatives to
hold onto power indefinitely is to delete from the defi-
nition of “conservatism” anything that might conceiv-
ably prove unpopular. A populist party will seldom
long remain a principled party.

The achievements of the 104th Congress as yet ap-
pear both incomplete and disturbingly fragile. For all
the excitement and commotion of the past nine
months, the real work still lies ahead. ♦

SEPTEMBER 18, 1995

W
hen the baseball players’ strike threatened to
scuttle two seasons’ worth of ball, the whole
sordid battle between petulant millionaire

infielders and petulant millionaire owners produced
only one hero in the public consciousness—Peter An-
gelos, the owner of the Baltimore Orioles, the owner
who refused to field a team of replacement players. “An
Owner Who Won’t Play Ball With the Other Boys”
was the Newsweek headline. U.S. News & World Report
waxed a bit more messianic: “Everyone wants to hear
[Angelos’s] answers to baseball’s problems, as if the
words of one honorable, outspoken man might wipe
out decades of avarice and mismanagement.”

Missing from these valentines, however, was any
description of the shady political moves that facilitated
Angelos’s noble posture. Peter Angelos may have
played hardball with the other owners, but he went to
the plate with a corked bat.

Angelos is a profile-writer’s dream, the working-
class kid made good, the son of Greek immigrants who
never forgot his Baltimore roots. As a young man, he
worked at the steel mill for a dollar an hour, and pulled
the tap at his father’s tavern. A local boy, he graduated
from the University of Baltimore’s law school in 1960.
After losing a bid to become mayor some seven years
later, Angelos turned his copious energies to the law,
building a practice that made him very, very rich.

The law office of Peter Angelos was a modest affair
to begin with; his main client was the local steelwork-
ers union. It wasn’t the sort of legal work that makes
one wealthy; he handled mostly a mundane stream of
workman’s compensation.

Those cases alone were not where the money was,
and so Angelos built a solid personal injury practice as
well, litigating claims of medical malpractice and neg-
ligence, auto accident injuries and the like. By the
1980s, according to the Washington Post, Angelos was
taking home more than $1 million a year—well short
of the staggering riches needed to buy a major league
baseball franchise. That wealth was not far off, howev-
er, thanks to a fortuitous convergence of Angelos’s
main lines of business. He combined his labor and
personal injury experience to mine one of the richest
shafts ever prospected by the plaintiff ’s bar: asbestos.

Angelos likes to claim that his union friends came
to him and begged that he take on the asbestos compa-
nies. “I didn’t want to do asbestos litigation because I
knew it would be all-consuming,” Angelos told the
Washington Post. “I just got sent the cases.” True
enough, Angelos was sent an abundance of clients. But
it was neither a surprise nor an imposition: Angelos
arranged for local unions to send their members
through his asbestos litigation mill.

“Most of the asbestos lawyers are deeply associated
with the unions,” says Albert Parnell, who gives semi-
nars for the Defense Research Institute on how to fightEric Felten is an editorial writer for the Washington Times.

The Asbestos Gospel
of Baseball’s St. Peter

By Eric Felten
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asbestos cases. “If you’re not a union guy, you have to
advertise.” Angelos was able to solicit clients at union
meetings and soon had officials of the locals sending
their members to his expanding number of law of-
fices—offices located next door to union halls. Adja-
cent to those offices were clinics called Medical Re-
sources Management, shops that catered almost exclu-
sively to the pre-trial needs of Angelos’s potential
clients. According to one lawyer involved in the Balti-
more asbestos cases, the exams performed by the doc-
tors at MRM were largely paid for under union health
plans. Indeed, the lawyer says that to receive the free
examination, Baltimore union members signed forms
authorizing the locals’ business offices to hand their
cases over to the unions’ attorney—Angelos.

But Angelos didn’t just wait for clients to show up
at his door. A mobile medical van plastered with the
MRM logo went on fishing expeditions at union halls
outside of Baltimore, from Cumberland, Md., to Penn-
sylvania. Medical personnel were always accompanied
by a lawyer from the law offices of Peter Angelos.

Had Angelos only lined up clients with serious as-
bestos ailments, all of this elaborate recruitment would
have been unnecessary and over-burdensome. The
most serious—and undisputed—disease caused by as-

bestos is mesothelioma, a cancer caused exclusively by
asbestos fibers in the lungs. The cancer is aggressive
and deadly, and is held up as the reason that compa-
nies trafficking in asbestos should be punished. But
the disease accounted for only a small number of the
8,500 clients that Angelos ultimately recruited. In-
stead, most of Angelos’s clients suffered from little
more than what are known as pleural plaques, tiny
scars on the lungs that neither lead to cancer nor in-
hibit breathing. Doctors providing expert testimony
for the plaintiffs gave these scars a menacing name:
“asbestos lung disease.”

The “asbestos lung disease” sufferers would not
have won much money if their cases had gone to trial
individually. But the avalanche of cases produced by
the Angelos-union connection led the city of Balti-
more to consolidate over 9,000 asbestos claims in one
colossal class-action lawsuit. Even then, the meritori-
ous cases might have been sifted from the frivolous:
There were supposed to be individual “mini-trials” to
evaluate solitary claims after the single main trial had
established who was liable for what. But most of the
companies Angelos sued chose to settle rather than
gamble on being bankrupted with punitive damages.
That left it to Angelos to divvy up the winnings
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among his clients, an arrangement that advocates of
asbestos victims say shortchanged the few who were
really sick. “Since everyone was lumped together, per-
sonal circumstances were not considered,” says Debo-
rah Addis, who worked for years with the Asbestos
Victims’ Campaign of Massachusetts. “The whole situ-
ation has been horrible.”

Suspicions abound that among those with dubious
health claims who nonetheless received settlements
were family and friends of the some of the union offi-
cials who helped guarantee the client stream. “Angelos
gets most of his cases by referral from the unions. Pre-
sumably he rewards the union folk, which is tradition-
al,” says Lester Brickman, a professor at the Cardozo
School of Law at Yeshiva University in New York and
an expert on asbestos litigation. “I know of several
ways in which that is done. Primarily one includes
family members of union officials as plaintiffs.” Per-
haps there are other ways of fulfilling obligations, too:
In the last several years, Angelos
has hired a number of union offi-
cials to work for his firm. (Angelos
did not return repeated phone calls
and faxes.)

Most appalling to Brickman,
Addis, and a host of others, howev-
er, is not the issue of how the plain-
tiff ’s share was divided, but the
question of how much of the booty
was reserved for the lawyers. Ange-
los has never said exactly how
much of the $750 million settle-
ment actually went to his 8,500
clients. The conservative estimate
of the lawyers’ cut is $250 million—the standard one-
third contingency fee. But in lawyer-friendly Mary-
land, contingency fees of up to 50 percent are allowed.
Many believe that Angelos extracted something in the
range of 40 percent of the settlement. That would have
allowed him to pay litigator Ron Motley, who actually
argued the cases in court, a cool $100 million while
still pocketing over $200 million for himself. “The fees
that the lawyers have taken are horrendous,” says Ad-
dis. “People are getting screwed.”

Angelos shrugs off such criticism. Asked about his
huge fees by the Washington Post, his answer was as
simple as it was coy: “I didn’t invent the system.”

“He’s much too modest,” says Brickman. Not only
was Angelos one of the pioneers of mass litigation—
and thus in a position to help set precedent for accept-
able legal fees in those peculiar circumstances—he has
been an active lobbyist in Maryland’s capitol, winning
changes to state law that helped keep his mammoth

class action alive. A Maryland Court of Appeals ruling
in 1987 would have blocked Angelos from bringing
claims on behalf of people who had been dead for
more than three years. The ruling would have purged
Angelos’s class action of many of its most compelling
individual cases: deadly mesotheliomas. With those
cases excluded, the vast body of dubious “asbestos
lung disease” cases would probably have lost in court.
Angelos pushed for legislation introduced by a senior
state senator, Democrat Norman Stone, that extended
the statute of limitations in asbestos cases to seven
years after death. Interestingly, though remaining in
the Maryland Senate, Stone has since gone to work for
the Law Offices of Peter Angelos.

Stone is not the only state senator in Annapolis of-
ficially on the Angelos payroll, a fact that brings us
back to the matter of baseball. In the last several years,
Angelos has acquired legislators for his legal team
much the same way he has bought up expensive free

agents for the Orioles. Two of the 47
senators in the Maryland state capi-
tol work for Angelos: In addition to
Stone, Angelos four years ago hired
another experienced lawmaker, De-
mocratic Senator John Pica, Jr. The
son of an old-school Baltimore
politician, Pica first took a seat in
the Maryland House of Delegates
in 1979; since 1983 he has been a
state senator. When he first started
with Angelos, Pica was put on the
asbestos litigation team, which even
after the mass settlements still has
about 2,000 cases pending. “Now

I’m doing mostly medical negligence cases,” Pica says.
Because of his obligations as a state senator, he didn’t
have time to keep up with the asbestos work load.

That doesn’t mean that Angelos hasn’t got his
money’s worth out of Pica. Though Angelos is the sole
partner of his firm, he has more than 60 attorneys
working for him as associates, enough to handle the
client load whether a given employee, such as Pica, is
able to devote himself to the job or not. The obvious
question is why a notoriously tough boss like Angelos
would hire and retain an associate who doesn’t have
the time to do the job he was hired for. Many who have
tangled with Pica in Annapolis think the answer is
simple: While the legislature is in session, Pica may
not be working at Angelos’s Baltimore offices, but he
may be working for Angelos just the same.

Take Senate Bill 719, emergency legislation passed
by the Maryland legislature in late March and imme-
diately signed into law by Governor Parris Glenden-
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ing. Titled “An Act concerning Professional Base-
ball—Camden Yards,” the law made it illegal to play
replacement players at the Orioles’ stadium of the
same name. Had the strike worn on into the regular
baseball season, Angelos would have faced a number of
unpleasant consequences from his celebrated refusal to
hire non-union ballplayers. The American League
might have tried to seize the Orioles from him, field-
ing a team of the league’s choosing in Baltimore’s ball-
park. And if Angelos fell afoul of the league, it would
have meant defaulting on the terms of his lease at the
stadium, which requires Angelos to “maintain the Bal-
timore Orioles as an American League baseball team
in good standing.” Default could have made him liable
for millions in damages. This was averted by the emer-
gency baseball act: As long as it was illegal to play re-
placements, the American League couldn’t bring in its
own team, and Angelos couldn’t be held liable for not
fielding a team. The sponsor of the law? Sen. John
Pica. Co-sponsor? Sen. Norman Stone.

A t least one Republican lawmaker, Delegate Bob
Flanagan, took the trouble to question the ethics

of this cozy arrangement, and nearly received a beat-
ing for it. “The bill was greased,” Flanagan says. “The
result of Pica’s bill was to relieve the Orioles of the risk
of a breach of contract.” Flanagan calculates that such
a breach would have cost Angelos $5 or $6 million.
Concerned about a “sweetheart deal,” Flanagan took
to the floor of the House of Delegates on a Monday
night in March to ask that the emergency bill speeding
through the legislature be held up for a few weeks to
give the Ethics Committee time to investigate.

By the time word made it to Pica that Flanagan
was challenging him and the baseball bill, Flanagan
had already left the chamber. And a lucky thing it was,
too. A furious Pica stormed from the Senate to the
House and charged at the first Republican he could
find, minority whip Richard La Vay. “Pica comes fly-
ing onto the floor and gets within a snot’s length of my
nose, saying he would beat the living crap out of me,”
La Vay says. “I told him he had the wrong guy.”

Pica is unrepentant about his outburst—indeed, he
seems to relish his reputation as a hothead. “I don’t re-
gret it at all,” Pica says when asked about his con-
frontation with La Vay. “I regretted that I didn’t do
more.” Nor is he looking for any conciliation with
Flanagan. “He’s an a—hole,” Pica declares.

Pica can afford to be unrepentant because of the
legislature’s notorious laxity. The Ethics Committee
did not hold up the baseball bill, didn’t chide Pica for
pushing legislation favorable to his employer, and ig-

nored his threat to pummel fellow lawmakers.
Pica had satisfied Maryland’s ethics requirements

by filing a simple form disclosing that the legislation
he had proposed would affect his boss. He did not
have to say how it would affect Angelos, and did not:
notably absent was any mention of the millions of dol-
lars at stake. Then again, Pica maintains there were no
millions of dollars at stake: “It wouldn’t have made a
penny for Mr. Angelos,” he says. “It would have cost
him money. He would have been fined if he had field-
ed a team.” It’s a curious argument, given that Angelos
had no intention of fielding a strike-breaking team.

Pica’s place on the Angelos roster helps his boss
with more than just baseball. Having won the hearts
and minds of sports-crazed Baltimore by keeping the
Orioles in the city, Angelos has set out to solidify his
place as “Mr. Baltimore” by bringing a National Foot-
ball League team to the city that lost the Colts in 1984.
To do it, he needs the state to build a new football sta-
dium next door to Camden Yards. The seed money is
there, about $10 million in the Maryland Stadium Au-
thority’s football fund. But Angelos has not been able
to lock it up yet because he hasn’t been able to get his
hands on an NFL team. He’s still trying, but in the
meantime those millions have become a tempting pot
of cash in fiscally strapped Maryland. Efforts have
been made to use the money to build schools and pris-
ons. And now there is a move to build a football stadi-
um for the Washington Redskins in D.C.’s Maryland
suburbs. To date, all of these attempts to get hold of
the football fund have been blocked by Pica. He has
said he will do whatever it takes to reserve the money
for a Baltimore stadium—a potent threat from a sena-
tor willing to use his filibuster.

Asked whether his political actions don’t make it
look like he’s wallowing in egregious conflicts of inter-
est, Pica is as arrogant as he is terse: “Too bad.”

The stand Angelos took against replacement play-
ers has made for boffo box office (with an undeniable
assist from Cal Ripken). Attendance at major league
ball games has been in a well-deserved slump almost
everywhere except Baltimore. Breaking with the own-
ers was good public relations for Angelos, both person-
ally and professionally. Who knows how many other
owners would have liked to make the same stand but
didn’t have Angelos’s legislative bullpen? It takes sig-
nificant resources to be a folk hero.

Angelos got rich with a savvy, modern take on a
hoary legal tradition: ambulance chasing. With his du-
bious fortune, he bought more than just a baseball
team. These are facts the profile writers might want to
keep in mind next time they are looking for the new
Mr. Deeds to come to town. ♦
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I
n the United States at this
time,” wrote Lionel Trilling in
1950, “liberalism is not only the

dominant but even the sole intellec-
tual tradition. For it is the plain fact
that nowadays there are no conserv-
ative or reactionary ideas in general
circulation. . . .” Times change.
Forty-five years later, in the world
of practical politics (as opposed to
the otherworldly outposts of acade-
mia), nothing but conservative
ideas are in general circulation.

As Michael Dukakis learned, no
candidate for president can win un-
der the label of liberal. As Bill Clin-
ton has learned, no president can
govern as a liberal. On what
grounds are both parties contend-
ing these days? Tax cuts, welfare re-
form, “family values,” shrinking
government, controlling immigra-
tion, curbing racial preferences,
building prisons, adding cops, even
balancing the budget by a fixed
date. The other party has adopted
every one of these goals, some more
ingenuously than others, and for
good reason. Bill Clinton’s frantic
repositioning towards the center is
the sign of an astute politician who
knows when the ground of debate
has shifted. And on every issue ex-
cept possibly abortion it has.

The problem for conservatives,
however, is that while the new na-
tional consensus is decidedly, unde-
niably anti-liberal—the word can
hardly be spoken without disdain
or embarrassment—it is not yet
conservative. There is no new con-
servative consensus. Instead we
have a field of several conser-
vatisms in serious contention—
Christian Coalition social conser-
vatism, Nixon-Dole traditional
conservatism, Cato Institute liber-
tarianism, Buchanan’s reactionary

populism (nativist, protectionist,
anti-“finance”-capitalist)—and no
one to adjudicate between them.

And now, a new entrant in the
field, authored by Newt Gingrich.
It does not so much adjudicate be-
tween the factions as try to tran-
scend them with a new forward-
looking, indeed futurist, vision.
Having brought about, by extraor-
dinary tactical skill and strategic vi-
sion, the most remarkable conserv-
ative victory since World War II—
potentially far more significant
than Ronald Reagan’s—Gingrich
has set out to endow it with theory.
To Renew America (HarperCollins,
260 pages, $24.00) is the attempt, a
grander attempt than his critics
have given him credit for. Nonethe-
less, the book fails.

There are two possible views of
the meaning and mission of

the conservative upheaval of No-
vember 1994. Isaiah Berlin drew a
famous distinction between nega-
tive liberty (being left alone) and
positive liberty (the “truer” free-
dom of finding and fusing with
some higher purpose). Using this
terminology, one might call the
first conservative vision “negative”:
Its purpose is to, if not abolish,
then delimit, deflate, defund, radi-
cally reduce the welfare state. Leave
the people to their own devices and
virtues, unencumbered by the lum-
bering, grasping, interfering state,
and they will flourish as of old.

Dick Armey makes this the cen-
terpiece of his less celebrated,
though quite substantial, book out-
lining the goals of the new conserv-
ative majority. The Freedom Revolu-
tion, the House majority leader’s
entry in the Bible-of-conservative-

revolution sweepstakes, even gives
this goal a number: Cut the federal
government in half. Today it takes
22 percent of GNP; it should take
no more than 11 percent. 

Cutting even a fraction of that is
a very ambitious mission, one that
could take a conservative Congress
a generation to achieve. Indeed, the
newest conventional wisdom—that
the conservative revolution of No-
vember 1994 has “stalled”—is
based on the alleged disappoint-
ment that the Republicans have
not, since November 8, brought
about a significant transformation
of the welfare state. This after half a
year in power, against the opposi-
tion of the executive and with only
tenuous control of the Senate. The
very expectation is absurd, a merely
clever way of damning conserva-
tives by holding them to an impos-
sible standard.

Yet even given the magnitude of
the task and the decades required,
there is a deep feeling among con-
servatives that this vision of merely
delimiting the state is too, well,
negative; that a mini-welfare state,
a reformed—even radically re-
formed—version of the status quo,
is simply not enough for conser-
vatism to offer; that without a
broader, more “positive” vision,
conservatism will fail because it
will fail to inspire. 

Enter Gingrich and To Renew
America. The book is unsystematic,
but its underlying vision is easily
discerned. It is positive. It is vision-
ary. It is optimistic. It is non-divi-
sive. And it does not hold up.

Gingrich’s vision is of an Ameri-
can civilization socially restored by
individualism and a sense of per-
sonal responsibility, economically
restored by a freed-up, unstifled
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market. So far so good, but still
conventionally “negative.” Some-
thing more is needed to turn this
prosaic vision of pre-welfare state
America into the shining city of the
21st century. Newt has found it:
high technology. 

Wed the free individual and un-
fettered market to the emerging
power of information-based tech-
nology (Third Wave, in Tofflerese,
emerging from the hidebound Sec-
ond Wave industrial technology)
and you get the “opportunity soci-
ety,” an America of boundless pros-
perity, opportunity, mobility, har-
mony, and order. The new technol-
ogy, he promises, in the chapter ti-
tled “America and the Third Wave
Information Age,” will in and of it-
self overthrow the great obstacles to
growth and freedom: the guild-like
legal system, the monopolistic edu-
cational establishment, hierarchical
medicine, the giant corporations,
Big Government itself.

The book is a catalogue of the
combinative powers of free-

dom and technology, of how tele-
education will democratize learn-
ing; how tele-medicine will solve
our medical cost dilemmas; how
software and e-mail will make
lawyers obsolete; how, in effect, the
single mom with laptop will find
her way out of dependency. As Gin-
grich once said, “There has to be a
missionary spirit that says to the
poorest child in America, Internet’s
for you.”

To be sure and to be fair, there
are myriad other prescriptions for
reorganizing this and reforming
that in To Renew America, not at all
tied to technology. But what is new
and unique about Gingrich’s con-
servatism—what lifts his above its
merely “negative” anti-welfare-
state counterpart—is precisely this
marriage of conservative values and
digital technology.

It is also what makes it so appeal-
ing. Confronting and deconstruct-

ing existing social hierarchies—ed-
ucational, legal, governmental, cor-
porate—is generally assumed to re-
quire politics, a politics of destruc-
tion, a hard, divisive, traditional
“negative” politics of the kind prac-
tical politicians (like Gingrich and
Armey) have to engage in daily in
Congress. Gingrich yearns to rise
above this. In this book he does. By
assigning the task of politics to the
painless and miraculous workings
of technology, Gingrich manages to
escape the negative and sail his
techno-conservatism, unsullied,
into a bright and shining future.

Why does this vision not con-
vince? At the broadest level,

because it is as naively optimistic
about the social and political possi-
bilities of technology as thinkers 50
years ago were naively pessimistic.
In the same way that Orwell and
Huxley were fascinated and se-
duced by the totalitarian potential
of technology—convinced that as
technology became more powerful,
it would become increasingly cen-
tralized, a means of social atomiza-
tion and political oppression—Gin-
grich is fascinated and seduced by
its potential for liberation. It is as if
Gingrich’s entire philosophy
hinged on the famous Apple com-
mercial (shown once, during the
1984 Super Bowl) that had the indi-
vidual, armed with the Mac, de-
stroying the Big Brother telescreen.
Having seen the PC and the Inter-
net, Gingrichism, a post-totalitari-
an creed, shows no appreciation for
the darker side of technology. 

Take, for example, the central
contradiction of capitalist democra-
cy pointed out by Daniel Bell: the
way in which the constant churn-
ing and change of capitalism un-
dermines the social structures of
society. Like all conservatives, Gin-
grich recognizes the decline of in-
termediate institutions (churches,
clubs, charities, other voluntary as-
sociations), the kind of association-

ism so celebrated by Tocqueville.
We all know that Americans are, as
Robert Putnam has put it memo-
rably, “bowling alone.” 

For Gingrich, the solution lies at
hand in the free, fluid, associative
virtual communities of the Inter-
net. Perhaps. Perhaps there will be
a slice of society that will interact
on the Internet, though how real
this kind of community is remains
very much open to question.

But what he ignores is the far
more important influence of high
technology. Why are Americans
bowling alone? Because technology
enables everybody to spend all
night (and much of the day) co-
cooned in front of the wide-
screened “home entertainment
center.” Those who do go out move
zombie-like through the streets,
hard-wired to Walkmans, as oblivi-
ous and unavailable to society as
the voice-plagued schizophrenic.
And the TV and Walkman are far
more common than PCs with
NetScape.

Even the 500 channels celebrat-
ed by the high technologists as lib-
erating have their largely ignored,
atomizing underside. The more
channels, the more fractionated the
audience. The more every individ-
ual can order up the kind of self-
stimulation that suits his particular
taste, the less his need for social as-
sociation. In the old days of three
channels, the audience could be
shepherded into some kind of
shared national experience—moon
shots, Roots, presidential debates—
that helped knit together a country
of suburbanites and ex-urbanites.
The cultural onanism of movies-
on-demand-by-fiber-optic-wire
may be personally satisfying, but it
does nothing for community. 

This is not to deny the liberat-
ing effects of digital technolo-

gy. But it is to question the view
that these effects are uniformly
good. And it is to deny the view
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that they somehow finesse the cen-
tral contradiction of democratic
capitalism: the atomization that
threatens social cohesion. Informa-
tion technology may, in fact, make
it worse. 

The most dangerous cultural
contradiction of capitalism, howev-
er, involves not the form but the
content of mass communication:
the corruption of culture and val-
ues by debased, corporate con-
trolled mass media. 

When even Bob Dole de-
nounces Hollywood—to gen-

eral applause—we have achieved a
national consensus that there is a
problem. And it is not the work of
liberals in the Education Depart-
ment, Pat Buchanan’s fanciful bu-
reaucrats in “sandals and beads.” It
is the work of the great corpora-
tions of America, as Calvin Klein’s
latest outrage, its withdrawn kiddy-
porn ad campaign, reminds us.

What to do? In normal, “nega-
tive” politics, you fight, denounce,
threaten, and, as a last resort, cen-
sor. (Yes, censor: We already have,
for example, all kinds of censoring
conventions that distinguish
broadcast TV from cable TV from
pay-per-view TV.) The coarsening
effects of mass culture present con-
servatives with a difficult choice:
freedom of expression and free
markets on the one hand, versus
the preservation of public morality
on the other. It forces conservatives
to choose often unpopular anti-lib-
ertarian stands.

Gingrich would transcend these
contradictions and avoid the un-
pleasant choices with technology.
And this particular case does offer
Gingrich some vindication. For a
part of this problem, there is indeed
a magical technological fix: the V-
chip, the computer chip placed in
televisions at manufacture that al-
lows parents to automatically
screen out violent or other unsuit-
able programming. It permits some

control over the corrupting mass
media without preventing entre-
preneurs from producing and dis-
seminating as they please.

The problem for Gingrich is that
the V-chip solution is a rarity, not
the rule. Even regarding this nar-
row problem—controlling the cor-
rupting influence of media—it
solves only a piece of a part. The V-
chip will shield no one from the
bus-shelter posters and looming
billboards of the next Calvin Klein
campaign. The Internet shields no
one from gangsta rap. However
much kids ride their Macs, they
still spend most of their day bathed
in the influences of music, movies,
TV, and advertising. There is no es-
caping them. And therefore no es-
caping the hard, divisive, political
choices required to curb them. V-
chip conservatism, leaving so many
contradictions unaddressed, is at
best a niche ideology.

There is a second aspect to Gin-
grich’s belief in the Tocquevil-

lian, associative, liberating direc-
tion of technology. He believes that
the dissemination of information
technology will democratize
knowledge. And, when everyone
can access everything, the knowl-
edge priesthoods will dissolve. The
great industrial age hierarchies—
legal, medical, educational, corpo-
rate, governmental—now obsolete,
will break down, “leading us back
to something that is—strangely
enough—much more like de
Tocqueville’s 1830s America.”

The opposite, it seems to me, is
far more likely. The explosion of
knowledge in all fields makes for
more specialization and more alien-
ation of knowledge. Medicine, for
example, is hardly democratized by
high technology. I am a doctor,
board certified in psychiatry and
neurology. I cannot even read jour-
nals of immunology. Technology
does not, as Gingrich suggests,
make it possible for any Joe to be-

come, at his will, a “specialist in
some obscure medical procedure.”
I doubt Gingrich would go to Joe
for the removal of an obscure bone
tumor. He’d go to the Mayo Clinic.
Technology is making medicine so
specialized that even specialists
need specialists. The resulting
structure is not more horizontal. It
is more pyramidal.

It is typical of Gingrich’s belief
in the power of technology, howev-
er, that he sees it as solving not just
the hierarchical structure of mod-
ern medicine, but also the more
prosaic and pressing problem of its
bankrupting costs. Gingrich’s solu-
tion? Even higher tech. Telemedi-
cine, for example, will allow remote
diagnosis and treatment, reduce
costs, and allow the exportation of
medical services to other coun-
tries—turning medicine from a fi-
nancial drain into a vast new source
of wealth for the United States.

This is nonsense on stilts.
Telemedicine—assuming it ever
becomes feasible, a large assump-
tion—is decades away from making
any significant impact on medical
practice and cost. Meantime, the
unrelenting impact of high tech-
nology on medicine is to increase
cost. And not just because ma-
chines are expensive. Better ma-
chines, whatever their cost, make
for better medicine. Better medi-
cine means people live longer. Peo-
ple who live longer suffer, over
time, more disease and disability.

Good medicine does not reduce
the percentage of people with

illnesses,” explained Willard
Gaylin in a brilliant essay on this
theme in the October 1993 Harp-
er’s. “It increases that percentage.”
Good medicine keeps sick people
alive, people with heart disease, di-
abetes, hypertension, and other
chronic diseases. Sick people are
expensive. The dead are a burden
to no one. Fifty years ago there was
whooping cough and diphtheria.
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“The child either lived or died,
and, for the most part, did so quick-
ly and cheaply,” noted Gaylin. Now
that child “will grow up to be a
very expensive old man or woman.”

People used to die young of heart
attacks. Now we save them, expen-
sively, so they can die later, even
more expensively, of more chronic
diseases like cancer. It is technolo-
gy’s very success that occasions its
ruinous cost.

There is no way out of this
dilemma. Ultimately, the only an-
swer is some kind of rationing, un-
der whatever guise. Gingrich the
politician understands that. He
proposes to help reduce the explo-
sive growth of Medicare, for exam-
ple, by inducing the elderly to join
HMO’s, which is a form of ra-
tioning (as Elizabeth McCaughey
made very clear in savaging the
Clinton plan, which was designed
to herd us all into HMO’s). But
Gingrich the visionary will hear
nothing of such conventional nega-
tive thinking. To Renew America
trusts in the bounty, the yet to be
believed wonders, of technology. 

Gingrich does so because he is a
revolutionary. And revolution-

aries believe in brave new worlds,
brought about by irresistible agen-
cies. Each revolutionary has his
own particular agency—Reason,
History, the proletariat, technolo-
gy—but they all share a belief in its
unremitting power, ultimate benig-
nity, and absolute necessity. 

At root, the problem with Gin-
grichism is not its belief in technol-
ogy, but its belief in revolution.
Technology is just the means. Rev-
olution is the end—and for conser-
vatism, a very odd end. Technology
is how Gingrich gets there.
“There,” however, is a strange place
for a conservative to be.

Gingrich, who sees a new society
about to be born with technology as
midwife, really is that oxymoron,
the conservative revolutionary. He

wears the label proudly. And it will
do as an ironic, slightly self-mock-
ing slogan. The problem with To
Renew America, however, is that it
takes the oxymoron seriously as a
political program.

The revolutionary vision is not
just confined to the book. It occa-
sionally finds expression from Gin-
grich the politician, particularly at
times when he believes high poli-
tics demands the expansiveness of a
“positive” vision. In his acceptance
speech as Speaker, he proclaimed
the goal of the conservative revolu-
tion of 1994 as not just political—
“Our challenge shouldn’t be to bal-
ance the budget, to pass the Con-
tract. Our challenge shouldn’t be
anything that’s just legislative”—
but meta-political: the manufacture
of a new society, an America where,
for starters, random violence, child
abuse, poor education, and chronic
unemployment have been abol-
ished.

Conservatives can’t promise that.
Conservatives shouldn’t promise
that. It is not the business of conser-
vatives to offer utopias. Utopia is
the business of liberals and social-
ists. It is the business of conserva-
tives to debunk such visions, not
just as impractical but as inimical to
liberty. It is the business of conserv-
atives to oppose such expansive vi-
sions and the great statist appara-
tuses by which they are to be legis-
lated into existence. The business of
conservatives is to balance the bud-
get, to pass the Contract, and leave
social transformation to liberals.

At the heart of conservatism’s ar-
gument with liberalism is its rejec-
tion of the notion of human per-
fectibility, with or without technol-
ogy. That is the other guy’s game
(and why his failures, when juxta-
posed with his promises, appear
doubly abysmal). Conservatism
cannot be revolutionary in any-
thing but the more limited “nega-
tive” sense of radically stripping
away the encumbrances of the wel-
fare state. Conservatives do not

need a more “positive” vision other
than the faith that, with these en-
cumbrances removed, native Amer-
ican genius will flourish, and civil
society, freed from the grip of the
state, will renew itself. What new
society this will yield, we do not
know. Conservatives believe such
things unknowable.

Igrant that this conservative con-
servatism is less inspiring than

Newt’s. But it is bound to be more
durable because it will be less dis-
appointing. Delimiting Leviathan
is work enough without promising
nirvana. The “optimists” mock this
caution as root canal conservatism.
But reforming Medicare, arresting
cultural decline, curing the federal
debt require root canal work. Ni-
trous oxide won’t do.

Even from the point of view of
practical politics, one doesn’t have
to promise the moon. The anti-lib-
eral sentiment in the country is so
broad and deep that offering a vi-
sion of America freed from liberal-
ism’s welfare statism is appeal
enough. It is what won the conserv-
atives control of Congress. It can
win them the presidency. More-
over, to win the other way, with the
promise of revolution, is to lose
from the start.

Finally, a conservative conser-
vatism is more honest. We don’t
know what comes after the welfare
state. Even Reagan promised just
three things—lower taxes, strong
defense, less government—and left
the rest to our imagination, and to
the truly Tocquevillian American
genius for then freely, unpre-
dictably ordering society. No
need—no conservative call—to or-
der the result from above, nor to
believe its shape inevitably deter-
mined by technology or any other
agency of history.

Cynics might say that Gingrich
has latched on to technological Tof-
flerism just for that reason, as a way
to endow his conservative vision
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with a sense of historical inevitabil-
ity. All serious revolutions produce
theories of history to explain why
their triumph is inevitable. It in-
spires the troops. There is nothing
like being on the winning side.
(Though there is always the odd
skeptic asking: Why join the revo-
lution if it is going to happen any-
way?)

But the cynics are wrong. Yes,
technology is Gingrich’s deus ex
machina, the means by which he fi-

nesses the dilemmas of modern
capitalism and conveniently
bridges its philosophical and politi-
cal divides. But his techno-conser-
vatism is no construct of conve-
nience. He believes in its power,
and believes in it deeply. It is not by
accident that he once suggested tax
credits for the poor to buy laptops.
He later retracted. But the original
suggestion, blissful and wild, was
the real Newt, the one who wrote To
Renew America. ♦

vinced that he did not get a fair tri-
al,” she says without hesitating. “I
thought the circumstances of the
trial were so outrageous that it real-
ly had to be spoken out about. I felt
that even before I knew there was a
movement or something.”

And what, specifically, was so
outrageous about the trial? “You
know, I cannot right now remem-
ber the circumstances. But,” she
says hopefully, “I think anybody
who remembered them would
reach the same conclusion.”

Gloria Steinem, another signer
of the $56,000 ad, freely admits she
knows little about the case, though
she does say she saw William Sty-
ron “reading something about it on
TV.” Not one to let lack of knowl-
edge dampen her moral outrage,
Steinem remains adamantly con-
vinced something went wrong at the
trial. “Wasn’t there some question
about his brother? And weren’t
there no witnesses?” Actually, there
were several. “Oh. Well, I don’t re-
ally know. I don’t have the clips in
front of me.”

As an indictment of a corrupt le-
gal system, Steinem’s comments
aren’t exactly J’accuse. But then, she
isn’t the only celebrity Jamal sup-
porter who comes up a little light
when asked about the specifics of
the case. Movie critic Roger Ebert
says he didn’t even try to learn
much about it before giving the
case against Jamal a public thumbs
down: “Basically, my position is,
I’m opposed to capital punishment,
so it was a real easy call for me be-
cause I didn’t even have to think
about the merits of the evidence.”

According to Bob Stein, presi-
dent of The Voyager Company, a
CD ROM publisher, supporting Ja-
mal has been an easy call for a lot of
other people, too. Stein, who
helped to recruit names for the
Times ad, admits that apart from a
few well-informed writers, like Sty-
ron and E.L. Doctorow (whose op-
ed supporting Jamal was reprinted
in the ad), many of the celebrities

A
fter 29 years as a patrolman
with the Philadelphia police
department, Jim McDevitt

isn’t easily shocked. But he sure
seems surprised to learn that Ben
Cohen of Ben and Jerry’s ice cream
is one of the 110 actors, writers,
and intellectuals who signed an
August ad in the New York Times
calling for a new trial for Mumia
Abu-Jamal, the black death row in-
mate convicted of shooting a white
Philadelphia cop in 1981. “The ice
cream guy?” he asks. “Are you kid-
ding?” 

Nope. And if it seems unlikely
that the inventor of Chunky Mon-
key ice cream would be weighing
in on matters of Life, Death, and
American Justice, consider this:
Casey Kasem signed the ad, too. So
did Alec Baldwin, Oliver Stone,
and Sting. From an undisclosed lo-
cation, Salman Rushdie faxed his
signature. Even Norman Mailer
chimed in, back in the trenches for
yet another convicted murderer. 

Not since Jean Harris, the ill-
tempered headmistress of the Ma-
deira School for girls, emptied her
.32 into diet guru Herman Tarnow-
er have so many well-known peo-

ple worked so hard on behalf of an
imprisoned killer. Over the past 14
years, pro-Jamal support groups,
solidarity commissions, and emer-
gency defense committees have
formed in nearly every major
American city and across Europe.
Several weekly fanzines and a 20-
page quarterly tabloid keep enthu-
siasts up to date on the case, while
providing plenty of head shots of
the dreadlocked hero, smiling
toothily at the camera, or looking
pensive and revolutionary.

Mumia Abu-Jamal, whose last
regular job was driving a cab, is
now a bona fide celebrity. Indeed,
with a book in print, regular pub-
lic-radio commentaries, at least two
Internet sites devoted to his case,
and a CD-ROM of his reflections
on questions of the day, Jamal has
become more famous than many of
the Big Names who have worked to
get him off death row.

One of those 110 names on the
New York Times ad belongs to polit-
ical columnist Molly Ivins.
Reached at a hotel on Martha’s
Vineyard, Ivins sounds like she’s
been spending her vacation think-
ing about the Jamal case. “I’m con-

Mumia Dearest
By Tucker Carlson

Show Business
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involved in the case know little
about it. And that’s okay: “If you
asked them about the particulars of
the case, they might not know
enough about them to feel comfort-
able speaking about it. But people
feel like they know enough.”

Jamal himself thinks they do. In
a recent handwritten letter from
prison, the incarcerated “journal-
ist” expressed gratitude to his sup-
porters, sending “thanks far and
wide—on the winds, like a winged
prayer of Love.” 

Even those to whom he should
offer his most ardent thanks on

the winds seldom claim Jamal is in-
nocent. “We’re not taking a stand
on his guilt,” said David Goehring
of Addison-Wesley, the publishing
house that paid Jamal $30,000 for
his stupendously banal memoirs,
Live From Death Row. Likewise,
former M*A*S*H actor Mike Far-
rell, who recently appeared on Lar-
ry King Live to plead Jamal’s case,
admitted to People magazine, “I
don’t know if he’s innocent.”

The non-committal language is
not accidental. From time to time,
death row inmates make claims of
innocence that sound plausible, or
at least deserving of another look.
Mumia Abu-Jamal is not one of
them. Actually, it’s hard to see how
the facts arrayed against him could
be any stronger than they are: At
least four other people were present
when Jamal shot Officer Dan
Faulkner; three of them testified
against him at trial. His gun, from
which five bullets had been fired,
was found at the scene. And if Ja-
mal has always maintained his in-
nocence, he has never explained it.
Neither he, nor his brother, who
was present at the murder, has ever
testified on the matter. In fact, Ja-
mal’s first public statement on the
subject, yelled in front of two wit-
nesses on the night he was arrested,
hardly qualifies as exculpatory: “I
shot that m—f—,” he said, “and I

hope he dies.” As the New York
Times put it, “The case for his inno-
cence is not unimpeachable.”

Don’t those who sign ads claim-
ing “there is strong reason to be-
lieve . . . Mumia Abu-Jamal has
been sentenced to death for his po-
litical beliefs” have an obligation to
know what they’re talking about? 

Not really, says Nadine Strossen,
president of the ACLU. She cites
herself as an example: “I’m very,
very careful about this myself. Be-
cause I don’t pretend to and don’t
have knowledge of the actual facts,
I made very, very sure that [the ad]
read in a way that would not be
committing the signers to a partic-
ular view of the facts.”

The Reverend James Parks Mor-
ton, dean of the Episcopal Cathe-
dral of St. John the Divine in New
York, doesn’t have the “actual facts”
at his fingertips, either, but like
other signers of the Jamal ad, he
doesn’t let that slow him down. “It
sounds like the man is innocent,
from what I’ve seen,” Morton says

with clerical gravity. But, he ad-
mits, “I haven’t been privileged to
go deeply into the stuff.” 

How does somebody who hasn’t
gone “deeply into the stuff ” end up
making a judgment about some-
thing as complex as a murder trial?
Well, for one thing, says Morton, “I
was very moved by some of the peo-
ple who had signed [the advertise-
ment]. I mean, there were a lot of
black scholars, which to me was
very important. I mean, Skip [Hen-
ry Louis] Gates I find a very heavy
person. I consider him a very seri-
ous scholar of the black scene—and
as a black man, the black scene
from the inside.” 

As if the endorsement of Har-
vard’s own Skip Gates weren’t
enough, Parks has other reasons to
think Jamal got railroaded: “It’s
the reality of black people in Amer-
ica. There is still a huge reality of
institutional racism that deter-
mines the way a whole lot of people
act.” As an example he cites “the
way we’re moving nationally, I
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mean the strong forces against,
uh—oh, I can’t even think of its
name. What’s the phrase, the doc-
trine of giving people, you know, a
special chance?” Affirmative ac-
tion? “Yeah. I think the way that’s
moving is a racist direction.”

Morton may come off as a little
confused, but he’s a beacon of clari-
ty compared to Ben Cohen, the ice
cream mogul, whose mind is also
made up on the Jamal case. “His
trial was unjust,” says Cohen flatly.
And when did he first come to this
conclusion? “I think I might have
been at some conference and I saw
something on a table. And I think I
might have been, you know, maybe
at some festival and, you know,
signed a petition.” 

But that’s not all; there were oth-
er epiphanies as well: “I think I saw
something about how he and his
lawyer didn’t get along.” But, says
Cohen, “The biggest influencer was
that both Amnesty [International]
and Human Rights Watch consider
him to be a political prisoner, and
his trial was unjust.” 

Actually, neither group has ever
described Jamal as a political pris-
oner, nor has either taken a posi-
tion on his guilt. Not that such de-
tails would likely have much effect
on Ben Cohen. Asked if he feels a
responsibility to know something
about the case before lending his
name to Jamal’s defense, the maker
of Peace Pops pauses. “I have a re-
sponsibility to convince myself,” he
says, with the sound of someone
who has done just that. 

Jamal’s celebrity supporters may
approach the case with a certain
nonchalance, but to the true believ-
ers who congregate on the sidewalk
outside of Philadelphia’s City Hall
each day, Jamal’s innocence is a
matter of religious conviction. This
is ground zero in the Jamal defense,
and Sean O’Neill, a 38-year-old
salesman from South Jersey who is
passing out flyers on his lunch
break, clearly has been affected by
the blast. “During the day I come

out to do what I can to save Mumia,
an innocent man,” he says. 

Several feet away, members of
MOVE, the black nationalist cult
best known for getting blown up by
the Philly police in 1985, man a
table crowded with Jamal-related
trinkets: buttons, posters, cassettes,
T-shirts. Loudspeakers blare an ad-
dress by Jamal. Someone has
turned the amplifier up to full ca-
pacity, giving the words a re-educa-
tion-camp sound. Jamal is saying
something about the System and
the “Jewish intelligentsia.” It’s
hard to hear, but O’Neill presses
on, oblivious. “Even if someone
thought he was guilty,” says O’Neill
in an intense, unblinking manner,
“just what the judge is doing shows
that Mumia is innocent.”

O’Neill is a long way from Hol-
lywood, but his reasoning isn’t.
One hears the same refrain from Ja-
mal’s celebrity supporters: The
judge—or the cops, or the press, or
the country generally—was (or
were, or are) racist. Therefore Mu-
mia Abu-Jamal did not shoot a po-
liceman in 1981. There are a num-
ber of advantages to using this line
of argument, the main one being
that it requires only feelings.

Gloria Steinem has plenty of
those. A few years back, Steinem
recalls, William Styron came to the
defense of “some guy in Connecti-
cut who killed his mother.” Did she
sign an advertisement in that case?
“I really don’t know. You know, you
go through life signing things you
think you should sign.”                   ♦

Y
ou buy a brand of ice cream
that sends proceeds to bene-
fit the rain forest. You chan-

nel your savings into socially re-
sponsible investment funds. Your
bath products do not rely on ani-
mal testing and you rarely go to a
rock concert that isn’t sponsored by
Amnesty International. Yet every
other day, after the credits roll on
Charlie Rose, you and your partner
engage in an activity that has no so-
cial implications. For nearly an
hour every week, you are expend-
ing energy in a way that will aid
neither the endangered rain forests
nor the oppressed women on the
Indian subcontinent. Of course this
puts a strain on a consciousness so
finely tuned as your own.

Thank Gaia, the forces of social
concern have enabled us to mobi-
lize our commitment to larger
moral questions every second of

every day, including in our sex
lives. In the back of magazines such
as Mother Jones, Harper’s and the
New Republic, there are advertise-
ments from organizations that can
help us put our phallus in touch
with our consciousness. Some of
these organizations, such as Good
Vibrations, sell the tools that allow
“thinking persons” to experience
sexual energies in enlightened
ways. Journals such as Blue Moon
and Libido merge sex and sensibili-
ty, and offer turn-ons that fuse with
larger concerns, such as environ-
mental degradation and income in-
equality. Finally, there are many
how-to guides that offer exhaustive
advice on performing sex acts in
high-minded ways.

To take full advantage of these
resources, you must first under-
stand that sex is the most impor-
tant aspect of your life, the node for

Having Moral Sex?
By David Brooks

How-To
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personal liberation, and that ex-
ploring this inner world will take
time. In her guide to enlightened
lesbian sex, JoAnn Loulan offers
the following exercises, which ap-
ply to heterosexuals as well:

“Look at your genitals every day
in the mirror. . . . Draw a picture of
your genitals. . . . Write a letter to
your genitals. . . . Spend an hour of
uninterrupted sensual time with
yourself. . . . Look at yourself in
the mirror for an hour. Talk with all
parts of your body. . . . Spend an
hour stroking yourself all over your
nude body. . . . Spend an hour
touching your genitals without the
purpose of having an orgasm. . . .
[Gratify yourself] for an hour . . . ”

Having quit your day job in or-
der to complete these exercises, you
will have ample time to talk about
your own sexual feelings. Commu-
nication is vital, all the guides,
journals, and catalogues agree.
While none is specific, it seems that
for every hour you spend actually
having sex, at least 12 hours should
be spent talking about it.

Most of this communication
should be done with your part-
ner(s). But don’t stop there. If you
have a sexual feeling, you should
immediately describe it at length
on the Internet or with the instruc-
tors of your pottery class.

Conventional notions of beauty
have oppressed generations of

men and women whose own ap-
pearances have constituted a chal-
lenge to prevailing aesthetic norms.
Thinking persons can pursue posi-
tive social change by eradicating re-
ceived ideas of beauty and ugliness.
The rule in the literature is: Ugly
people having sex is highbrow. Pret-
ty people having sex is lowbrow.

It has to be admitted that not all
the catalogues and journals are
completely liberated in this regard.
For example, a recent issue of Li-
bido carried dozens of photographs
of naked people who are young and

attractive. Fortunately, the articles
were more mature, and depicted
sex that is admirably gloomy. The
lead story by Lydia Swartz depicts
lesbian scenes in which one of the
women is in the advanced stages of
AIDS: “She bites my neck (careful-
ly) . . . while I gel my hands and
fumble into my own gloves. She
lies on her partially paralyzed right
side, propping herself with pillows
so that she’s not increasing the pain
in a damaged nerve, and so she can
touch me with her good left side.”
Later in the same issue, K.J. Barrett
contributes a poem entitled “Adult
Children of Sex-Addicted Parents”
on that long neglected social group.

In Sweden, as is well known, peo-
ple do not enjoy sex, they do it

because they think it is good for
them, like jumping jacks. Ameri-
cans have not reached that level of
matter-of-factness. But socially
principled people do not get so car-
ried away by sexual pleasure that
they forget that certain groups are
disempowered in our culture.

Indeed, one of the most delight-
ful things about sex is that it can
serve as an ethnicity substitute for
white people. You may be a white,
upper-middle-class Protestant, but
if you are a compulsive nudist you
automatically count as a member of
a scorned group, and thus deserv-
ing of support. In its sexual empow-
erment manifesto, “Coming to
Power,” the Samois Collective in-
cludes a chart of various sexual eth-
nicities—and the handkerchief col-
ors they could use to identify each
other. These include foot fetishists
(mustard tone), uniform fetishists
(olive drab), Victorian scene afi-
cionados (white lace), piercists
(purple), and 15 other categories. 

The favored group in the litera-
ture remains Persons of Gender,
otherwise known as “women.” Fe-
male sexuality is described in this
literature as natural and Earth
Motherish. Male sexuality is de-

scribed as something artificial, like
the Grand Coulee Dam. Female
sexuality is considered in light of
the wider feminist empowerment
movement. The authors have a
harder time ascribing political con-
tent to heterosexual male desires.
As Freud would say, sometimes a
penis is just a penis.

The contrast is especially wide
on the subject of masturbation.
That which Portnoy did in the
bathroom is not considered a posi-
tive political act. But put a woman
in the same bathroom and sudden-
ly we have social activism on the
order of, say, Dorothy Day.

There is as much writing in the
enlightened literature about female
self-knowledge as about any other
act. Indeed, many of the move-
ment’s major figures began as self-
love pioneers. In 1973, the National
Organization for Women held the
“Women’s Sexuality Conference:
To Explore, Define and Celebrate
Our Own Sexuality,” which placed
emphasis on sexual independence
for women. Joani Blank attended
the conference and two years later
founded Good Vibrations, the
equipment catalogue. She is the au-
thor of I Am My Lover, one of the
many books that show how the
most personal act can be the most
revolutionary.

The basic theme of this branch
of sexual activism is that self-
esteem should not be Platonic. In
fact, by practicing self-love, women
will develop the self-confidence to
make their way in a world that is
arrayed against them. Anthropolo-
gist Martha C. Ward was once
asked by a large national founda-
tion how it could set up a program
in Louisiana to increase the self-
esteem and empowerment of young
women. “I replied that given their
goals and limitations,” Ward writes,
“the best strategy would be to teach
teenagers creative masturbation
with a view toward feminist con-
sciousness raising.”

Betty Dodson participated in the
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I
n the Bible, Shem begat
Arphaxad, Salah begat Eber,
Serug begat Nahor, and Terah

begat Abram. On the bestseller
lists, King begat Koontz, Clancy
begat Brown, Wambaugh begat
Caunitz, and Scott Turow begat
John Grisham. This last is by far
the most interesting genealogy.

In 1987, when Turow published
Presumed Innocent, no one could
have guessed a genre would follow.
Yes, the book was a legal thriller, its
climax as surprising as it was logi-
cal, but it was also a work of literary
ambition—elegantly written, and
rich in both psychological and legal
insight. And so it remains when
read again today, eight years later: a

unique book, not a type.
But no sooner had Presumed In-

nocent soared to number one on the
New York Times hit parade than the
marketing people at every publish-
ing house in the United States had
the same thought: Let’s create a
type. If a seriously intentioned nov-
el about the attorney’s trade can sell
hundreds of thousands of copies,
think how many copies pop fiction
will sell. If the mass audience is
willing to read a lush volume about
lawyerly tribulations, think how
much more willing it will be to
read pruned-down prose. Same
make, just cheaper models. Thus
was the road paved—and widened
into a superhighway—for the likes
of Steve Martini, William J. Cough-
lin, Nancy Taylor Rosenberg, and,
most notably, John Grisham.
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1973 NOW conference, presenting
a slide show of 100 photographs of
what used to be known as “private
parts.” She received a standing ova-
tion. Ever since she has led “Physi-
cal and Sexual Consciousness Rais-
ing Groups,” or, as she now calls
them, “Sexuality Seminars,” now
for both women and men.

She describes the seminars (she
has not yet taken to calling them
colloquia) in an article in Libido.
The participants sit in a circle and,
well, give themselves self-love. 

At first some people may feel un-
comfortable with the notion of
gathering with a group of people,
and then focusing entirely on one’s
own concerns. But consider the
dinner parties you’ve attended in
New York City—isn’t the same
principle at work?

The image of a group of socially

concerned people, in which each
individual tends to his own con-
cerns, seems somehow to capture
the enlightened aspirations of the
age. As the community of those
who pursue social change grows
more mature, it has discovered that
formal political mobilizations are
only part of the answer. Many of
the challenges that face our living
planet have to be solved within; no
aspect of our personal lives can ne-
glect larger issues.

The socially enlightened realize
that the things we do on our futons
can make a tremendous difference
to powerless peoples in the devel-
oping world and even in our own
troubled nation. And, astonishing-
ly, it’s always the case that when
you set out to do something for hu-
manity, you usually end up giving
pleasure to yourself.                         ♦

Eric Burns is the author of Broadcast
Blues.

John Grisham’s Mill
By Eric Burns

Books

In 1989, Grisham wrote a novel
called A Time to Kill. It was earnest,
derivative, a poor man’s version of
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird.
It was worth reading. No one did.
Two years later, Grisham turned
out a potboiler called The Firm. The
rest is commerce. On the average
American beach these days, there
are more John Grisham novels than
sand castles. On the average Ameri-
can airplane, there are more John
Grisham novels than flight sickness
bags. In the average American
health club, there are more John
Grisham novels on the newspaper
racks of exercise bicycles than
copies of USA Today and the Wall
Street Journal put together. Now it
seems as if Grisham invented the
genre, and Turow is this guy who
comes around every few years with
the publishing equivalent of an
overpriced luxury sedan.

Some pop sociologists now spec-
ulate that Grisham’s popularity is
due to his scathing portraits of fel-
low lawyers. In The Firm, for exam-
ple, the boys at Bendini, Lambert
& Locke are a bunch of two-faced,
three-piece-suited, four-flushing
Mafia henchmen. In The Pelican
Brief, the partners at White and
Blazevich represent a man who or-
dered the murders of two justices of
the United States Supreme Court.
In The Rainmaker, the aging yup-
pies at Trent & Brent are so
pompously vicious that one as-
sumes they are best dealt with by a
stake through the heart.

But authors have been vilifying
lawyers, catering to prejudices
against those who hold specialized
knowledge, at least as far back as
William Shakespeare’s “The first
thing we do, let’s kill all the
lawyers.” In this regard, Grisham is
just another marksman sighting a
fat target—no explanation here for
the breadth of his appeal.

Nor is the explanation to be
found in the poignancy of his end-
ings, a tactic unusual by the stan-
dards of contemporary pop fiction.
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The Rainmaker concludes with
young, idealistic lawyer Rudy Bay-
lor hitting the road, vowing “never
to return” to the city in which his
legal career began, and never to re-
sume the career once he reaches his
eventual destination. The Firm
signs off with young, idealistic
lawyer Mitch McDeere hitting a
longer road, fleeing the country as
well as the ruination of his dreams
about the glories of jurisprudence.
The Client’s 11-year-old hero, Mark
Sway, and his family are forced to
take dubious refuge in the FBI’s
Witness Protection Program, leav-
ing behind all connection to the
only lives they have ever known.

But the denouement of a novel is
no more than a few pages. Grisham
has trapped readers in the web of
his tales long before this. And so
this, too, cannot explain the phe-
nomenon. Characters? A few are
vivid, but most run the gamut from
cardboard to plywood. Wordsmith-
ery? None at all. Grisham is seldom
more than functional. Exotic lo-
cales, his sexy dust jacket photos?
No and no. Grisham’s main literary
setting is Memphis, Tennessee; his
pictures always show him with a
week’s worth of stubble; and his
novels now cost 30 percent more
than they did just four years ago.

Not only is the reason for Grish-
am’s success not immediately ap-
parent, a pattern begins to emerge
that, by all rights, should have led
to his failure.

Exhibit A, The Firm. At the be-
ginning of the book, the hero learns
that Bendini, Lambert & Locke
may be in cahoots with the mob. In
the middle of the book, he learns
that they are in cahoots with the
mob. At the end, he learns that
they have been so cahooted. Be-
tween the initial foreshadowing
and the final confirmation there are
no surprises, no second thoughts,
no suggestions that the reader
should more closely examine the
original premise. It is as if Grisham
has decided to apply to the writing

of fiction that old public speaker’s
adage: Tell them what you’re going
to tell them; tell them; tell them
what you’ve told them. As a means
of achieving clarity, the system is
virtually foolproof. As a means of
creating dramatic tension, it leaves
more than a little to be desired.

To a lesser but still noticeable
extent, the same puzzling direct-
ness is apparent in The Pelican Brief
and The Client. That is why these
three books have translated so well
to the big screen. If a two-hour
movie is going to be made from a

novel, that novel had better be
short or simple or both. Movies are
hard on long, intricate works of fic-
tion; a well-chosen word may re-
quire a thousand pictures. There is
no better example of this than John
Irving’s The Hotel New Hampshire,
the cinematic version of which, in
attempting to cram in most of the
book’s fantastical occurrences,
turned out to be the visual equiva-
lent of Cliff Notes.

And that brings us to Grisham’s
latest offering, on its way to being
his biggest seller of all, The Rain-
maker. The lack of plot complica-
tion here is positively breathtaking.
Donny Ray Black has leukemia.
His parents are too poor to afford
the bone marrow transplant that
would probably save his life. His

mother took out an insurance poli-
cy on Donny Ray long before the
leukemia developed; in her opin-
ion, the policy covers bone marrow
transplants. In the opinion of the
Great Benefit Insurance Company,
it does not. Ditto the opinion of
Trent & Brent, the insurer’s coun-
sel. An impasse not only develops
but lingers; as a result, Donny Ray
dies at the all-too-tender age of 22.
By this time, Rudy Baylor, fresh
out of a Memphis law school and
rejected by the city’s more presti-
gious firms, is already on the case.

There ought to be moments in
The Rainmaker when the reader be-
lieves that a single rookie lawyer
cannot possibly compete with an
entire firm of veterans. There
should be moments when the read-
er fears that Rudy will blow the
case on a technicality, or that Trent
& Brent will at least suborn a wit-
ness or two. There should be mo-
ments when the reader wonders
whether Donny Ray will really die,
or whether leukemia is really the
culprit, or whether a bone marrow
transplant really would have been
effective, not to mention a variety
of moments when the reader thinks
that maybe the insurance company
was right—the procedure wasn’t
covered by the policy. Someone at
Great Benefit should appear ethi-
cal, someone at Trent & Brent no-
ble, someone on Rudy’s side less
than saintly. But none of this hap-
pens. Grisham writes no sleight-of-
hand, permits no ambiguity; The
Rainmaker has all the texture of a
coat of high-gloss enamel.

What Grisham has done is tran-
scend his genre. He has written a
suspense novel without any sus-
pense. And why not? Most of his
readers are so familar with the
genre’s conventions—the twistings
and turnings of plot, the missteps
and deceptions—that they have be-
gun to seem false.

Rather than adding interest to a
novel, the red herring simply de-
lays gratification. And few of us
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ish. Nuance and the prospect of re-
versal mustn’t rear their ugly heads. 

And so Grisham defines his
characters so starkly that they
might be the cast of a morality play,
enabling, even forcing, his reading
public to take sides early and care
far more about ends than means.

In other words, when John
Grisham took the suspense out of
the suspense novel, he replaced it
with the emotional simplicity of a
cheering section. For millions of
Americans on beaches and air-
planes and exercise bicycles, it has
been a brilliant substitution.          ♦

have the patience for that kind of
thing anymore. Time is money, we
believe; chases are for cutting to.
John Grisham’s books have cap-
tured the spirit of our times no less
than the pace.

Yet the question inevitably aris-
es: If the suspense has been elimi-
nated from the suspense novel, why
read it? Why not read a horror nov-
el without monsters or a romance
without bodice-ripping or a histori-
cal epic set in present-day Omaha?
Why not read the Yellow Pages?

Consider a sports analogy for the
answer. You’re a diehard fan of the
Dallas Cowboys. This Sunday they
play the hated San Fancisco Forty-
Niners for the conference champi-
onship and a probable berth in the
Super Bowl, and your emotional
well-being for the rest of the winter
depends on a Dallas victory. You
turn on the television. Do you hope
for squeaker or a rout?

You want a rout, of course, be-
cause a squeaker would stretch
your nerves to the breaking point.
You want the Forty-Niners to fum-
ble the opening kickoff and the
Cowboys to recover and run the
ball into the end zone so quickly
that Dallas has seven points on the
board before a like number of sec-
onds have ticked off the clock.

You want the score at the end of
the first quarter to be so lopsided
that it seems the Cowboys’ oppo-
nent is the junior varsity team at
your local high school. Your pas-
sion for Dallas is so great that all
you care about is results, not art. Of
course, you will revel in a Cowboys’
victory under any circumstances,
but only a rout will permit you to
relax enough to delight in the actu-
al experience of spending three-
plus hours in front of the TV.

Same with Grisham. His heroes,
in the main, are startlingly, implau-
sibly good—call them Cowboys.
His villains are cold-bloodedly,
unredeemably bad—call them Nin-
ers. His readers are impatient. They
want virtue to triumph, evil to van-
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L
ast month, Sports Illustrated’s
3.15 million subscribers were
treated to a worshipful ac-

count of San Diego Charger Kellen
Winslow’s politicized induction
into the Football Hall of Fame. The
great tight end accused Clarence
Thomas and Newt Gingrich—who
was in attendance—of having “tar-
geted affirmative action,” and of
working to “appease this country’s
extreme move to the right.” 

“Whatever one thinks of Win-
slow’s positions,” SI editorialized,
“it’s encouraging to see [an athlete]
engaging himself in the world of
which sports is only a part.”

That’s not how SI felt in Febru-
ary 1991 when several members of
the New York Giants collaborated
on a ten-minute pro-life video.
Back then, the magazine opined:

No matter how one feels about
abortion, it’s hard not to be re-
pulsed by the video’s inflammatory
language. At one point, one of the
Giants, Mark Bavaro, says, “Now,
with abortion death squads allowed
to run rampant through our coun-
try, I wonder how many future
champions will be killed before
they see the light of day?”....Apart
from questions of taste, there’s one
further objection that should be
raised. As columnist Anna
Quindlen noted in the New York
Times, no women are heard from in
the video.

This political engagement is not
exceptional for the magazine. Two

years ago, SI contributor Ned Ze-
man blamed racism for the 1993 ar-
rest and conviction of Georgetown
University basketball player Allen
Iverson for smashing a chair over
the head of a middle-aged woman
in a bowling alley. “To the people of
Hampton, Virginia,” Zeman wrote,
“the case of Allen Iverson . . . comes
down to one odious word: Nigger.”
(It didn’t, as SI acknowledged in
not one but two apologies for its
multiple factual errors.) In Decem-
ber, the magazine implied that for-
mer St. Louis Hawks guard Lenny
Wilkens had been kept off the 1960
U.S. Olympic basketball team be-
cause of racial prejudice (though
the New York Post’s Peter Vecsey
pointedly noted that Oscar Robert-
son was on that Olympic team).

SI can, and has, managed these
accusations without breaking a
sweat. It even weathered controver-
sy over a May cover story on San
Antonio Spurs forward Dennis
Rodman, which had a photo of
Rodman dressed in drag and a dis-
cussion of his sexual fantasies. 

It’s surely no surprise that the
magazine—a mainstream national
news organ, after all, owned by
Time Warner.—should oppose pro-
lifers or Newt Gingrich or the aboli-
tion of affirmative action. What is
new is that, in its zeal to cover social
issues, SI has begun to show a bore-

Sports Eliminated
By Christopher Caldwell

Magazines
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dom with—even an antipathy to—
sports itself. Note what SI likes
about Winslow: his engagement in
“the world of which sports is only a
small part.” Not “an important
part,” or even “a part,” but “a small
part.” Note what’s newsworthy
about Dennis Rodman: that he’s
obsessed with gay fashion but says,
“I don’t give a — about basketball
anymore.” To read SI this summer
gives you the impression the maga-
zine wouldn’t mind if sports were
abolished altogether.

An unmistakable sneer creeps
into the magazine’s tone when

it covers sports figures who actually
love their sport or appear preoccu-
pied with winning. Of those who
criticized Clemson University pres-
ident William Atchley for too
meekly accepting NCAA sanctions
in 1982, SI writes, “That stand led
to his branding as a pointy-head
who—hellfire!—valued something
more than football.” Condescen-
sion and implied McCarthyism
aside, isn’t valuing nothing more
than football what football fans are
for? Couldn’t the accusation also be
leveled at many, if not most, of the
magazine’s subscribers? Indiana
University basketball coach Bobby
Knight is a favored whipping boy,
most recently for his “unbridled”
mouth, his “verbal abuse,” and his
“boorish, bullying behavior.” 

And there is evidence that, in
the interest of damning sports, the
magazine will even put its social
conscience on the back burner.
When University of Colorado foot-
ball coach Bill McCartney quit his
job to start Promise Keepers, a fam-
ily-values movement, the magazine
did describe his rhetoric as “rigid,”
“harsh,” and “to say the least, con-
troversial.” Still, it described Mc-
Cartney as having “quit as Col-
orado’s coach for a greater quest:
healing his family.”

A key focus of SI’s war on its
subject matter is the National Col-

legiate Athletic Association’s strin-
gent regulation of athletic recruit-
ment. SI is certainly the nation’s
most loyal supporter of the NCAA’s
approach. Now, it’s quite possible
that college sports needs a discipli-
nary body like the NCAA, but SI
never seems to reckon the athletic
cost of that body’s zeal. SI will tol-
erate nothing but the most pristine
records for its future stars—provid-
ed they’re not point guards with a
weakness for braining middle-aged
white ladies with bowling-alley fur-
niture. Indeed, at times SI seems to
have been reincarnated as a watch-
dog publication for NCAA whistle-
blowers, whose goal is to disqualify
as many student athletes as possible
for their off-field activities. 

It would be inaccurate to call SI’s
attitude on these matters “politi-

cally correct.” The magazine, usu-
ally in the person of staffer Alexan-
der Wolff, uses the language not of
the revolutionary vanguard but of
the reactionary bluestocking, and it
consistently winds up more
Catholic than the Pope on discipli-
nary matters. Wolff ’s most notori-
ous effort was his “open letter” urg-
ing the University of Miami—a
football juggernaut that has won
four national championships over
the last 13 years—to abolish its
football program altogether. Mia-
mi’s offenses included:

improper benefits; recruiting viola-
tions; boosters run amok; academic
cheating; use of steroids and recre-
ational drugs; suppressed or ig-
nored positive tests for drugs; play-
er run-ins with other students as
well as with campus and off-cam-
pus police; the discharge of
weapons and the degradation of
women in the football dorm; [and]
credit-card fraud . . .

Credit card fraud? Except for the
steroids and the gunplay, to be sure,
these would be grounds for dis-
banding almost any college organi-
zation, from the Pomona French
Club to the Whiffenpoofs. 

SI’s May 16 cover story was al-

most Biblical in its moralism.
“Tainted Title,” blared the head-
line. “The inside story of how
Florida State football players sul-
lied their national championship
by taking illicit cash and gifts from
agents.” The story’s most damning
piece of evidence was a trip to a
Foot Locker store in Tallahassee,
where an operator named Nate Ce-
brun bought jackets and T-shirts
for several team members. Given
that $6,000 was spent for “half the
football team,” that comes to an
average of $300 per player in
sportswear. SI suggested in a cap-
tion that Florida State should relin-
quish its title. Cebrun, SI sermo-
nized, had come to Tallahassee “to
buy not just clothing but also the
honor of Florida State.”

“Buy their honor,” “tainted,”
“sullied,” “illicit”—the hysterical
language calls to mind an article
Wolff wrote later this summer (Au-
gust 7) on a Florida junior college
where athletes in academic trouble
were racking up credits by taking
courses in which the final exams
could be mailed in. The article de-
scribed “procurers of talent” look-
ing for “human lucre” at a high
school tournament, as if the maga-
zine were covering not the NCAA
but the slave trade.

SI has also long had a morbid
fascination with child abuse, do-
mestic violence, and the like. May
15 saw Wolff ’s article on three
coaches recently arrested—hell-
fire!—for doing stupid things while
drunk, the worst being Atlanta
Braves’ manager Bobby Cox’s slug-
ging his wife during an argument.
When former manager Dave Bris-
tol quipped at a dinner a few weeks
later, “If I had [Atlanta’s] bullpen, I
would have slit her throat,” SI
came back at him: “Bristol set a
new standard for tastelessness . . . ”

There’s something brazen about
a magazine setting itself up as the
guardian of exploited women even
as it busily diversifies the soft-core
porn empire that has grown up
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around its notorious annual swim-
suit issue. In July, SI published an-
other long wife-beating article —
“Sports’ Dirty Secret”—that fo-
cused on Vikings quarterback War-
ren Moon, Chicago Bull guard
Scottie Pippen, ex-Celtics center
Robert Parish, and a handful of
other athletes, with a nod to O.J.
Simpson and Mike Tyson. “After
his ex-wife’s description of how
Parish beat her,” wrote Gerry Calla-
han in a follow-up article, “it does-
n’t matter how many points he has
scored or games he has played.”
Parish has clearly shown himself to
be a jerk, but it ought to be possible
to recognize the fact without belit-
tling the sport he plays.

Tyson himself had already been
the subject of a cover story when he
was released from prison. “Should
We Root for Mike Tyson?” SI asked
with exquisite hypocrisy—what
was it doing, after all, but using the
former champ’s name and image to
sell magazines? And yet SI felt free
to dress up its question in full sten-
torian regalia with a paragraph-
long quote from the Gospel Ac-
cording to St. Luke. The question
sums up the SI attitude towards
sports, one neatly captured by
columnist Ellen Goodman, who
told SI, “Saying you separate Tyson
the man from Tyson the boxer is
saying, I don’t care about his raping
Desiree Washington.” 

No, it isn’t. Mike Tyson didn’t
become the heavyweight boxing
champion for his rapine behavior,
any more than William Faulkner
won the Nobel Prize for routinely
getting tight and engaging in lewd
antics. If Tyson is despicable, it has
nothing to do with sports. There’s
nothing wrong with a sports maga-
zine covering the unsavory side of
sportsmen, but one has to wonder
why it does so to the exclusion of
its ostensible subject. The answer
surely lies somewhere between self-
importance and self-aggrandize-
ment. Just read SI: It’s easy to tell
the writers who really love sports
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from those who consider them-
selves such princes of prose that it’s
a vile humiliation for them to be
discussing something so fluffy. 

SI has long believed its editorial
mission included writing about the
larger questions raised by the
American fascination with sports
and the behavior of stars, teams,
and owners themselves. Ray Cave,
who helped run the magazine in
the seventies before taking over
Time, mentions a pair of 5-part se-
ries on women and blacks in sports
that the magazine ran as long ago as
the late sixties and early seventies.
He likes the coverage of issues on
sports’ periphery: “It’s a responsi-

bility of a magazine to broaden the
scope and interest of its readers,”
he says. “Sports Illustrated would not
have had the reputation it built if it
confined itself to stories on short-
stops and offensive tackles.”

Cave is right, but one is remind-
ed of a competent waiter who tells
you he’s “really a writer”: When
SI’s editors and defenders call
sports a “small part” of the wider—
i.e. the political—world, what
they’re really saying is that it’s a
small part of their own majestic vi-
sion. Under cover of this false mod-
esty, Sports Illustrated has arrogated
to itself an inadvertently comic role
as one of our moral guardians. ♦

The Matter with ‘Kids’
By Lynne V. Cheney

Movies

K
ids, the hotly debated film
about underage teenagers,
casual drugs, and even

more casual sex, should be required
viewing for the House and Senate
conferees who will shortly decide
the fate of the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. The movie and
the story of its director, Larry
Clark, help explain why govern-
ment funding of the late-20th-cen-
tury art world produces so much
public consternation.

In the 1970s, Clark received an
NEA grant of $5,000 following
publication of Tulsa, a collection of
photographs featuring underage
teenagers in various stages of nudi-
ty, shooting and sniffing ampheta-
mines and other substances. Clark

himself, then in his 20s, appeared
in one of the photographs, eyes
closed in a drug-induced stupor.

The NEA grant, the “impri-
matur of excellence,” as Endow-
ment supporters call it, did nothing
to change Clark’s behavior. He
himself has described how he
drank, injected amphetamines,
lived off prostitutes, and was arrest-
ed for numerous offenses (includ-
ing various assaults, a knifing, and
a shooting). Well into his 30s, Clark
continued to hang out with 15-
year-olds, photographing them as
they took drugs, had sex, and pros-
tituted themselves.

While the grant money itself
went to lawyers to try to keep him
out of jail (“So there goes the NEA,
thanks a lot,” Clark wrote), he man-
aged to finish a book of pho-
tographs and publish it in 1983 un-
der the title Teenage Lust. Clark’s
photographs show, among other
things, teenagers having sex in the
back seat of a car, a close-up of a

Lynne V. Cheney is the author of Telling
the Truth: Why Our Country and
Our Culture Have Stopped Making
Sense—And What We Can Do
About It, to be published in October by
Simon & Schuster. 
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prostitute performing oral sex on a
teenager, and a teenage boy raping a
drugged-out teenage girl while one
of his friends awaits his turn. A pic-
ture captioned “brother and sister”
shows a naked boy with an erection
pointing a gun at a naked, tied-up
girl. Several photographs include
Clark, naked along with the
teenagers. In what seems to be an
attempt at an explanation, Clark
writes in Teenage Lust: “Always
wished I had a camera when I was a
boy. F——g in the backseat. Gang-
bangs with the pretty girl . . . Al-
bert who said ‘No, I’m first, she’s
my sister.’ . . . A little rape.”

Director Gus Van Sant liked
Clark’s work so much that he

gave it a credit in Drugstore Cowboy,
his movie about a merry band of
drug addicts. The arts community
is also enthusiastic about Clark’s
images of the demimonde. They ex-
emplify the attraction to the under-
side of life that has often been a
part of art but that since the 1970s
has become an obsession. As stan-
dards of every kind—aesthetic, in-
tellectual, moral —have come un-
der postmodern attack, sordid sub-
jects presented as sordidly as possi-
ble have been increasingly admired
for the way that they undercut “op-
pressive” notions of beauty, truth,
and goodness. Clark’s work is very
much of a piece with John Miller’s
excremental sculptures, Joel-Peter
Witkin’s photographs of corpses,
and Ron Athey’s performance art,
which involves slashing bloody de-
signs into the flesh of fellow per-
formers.

It’s one thing to slash an adult’s
flesh, but all 50 states now prohibit
the distribution of materials show-
ing children engaged in sexual con-
duct, no exceptions allowed. There
are no loopholes for artistic merit,
and the Supreme Court, citing the
state’s “compelling interest” in pro-
tecting children, has ruled that
there do not have to be.

It is a measure of the chasm that
has grown up between mainstream
society and the art world that in
every part of the country selling
Larry Clark’s NEA-sponsored book
of photographs could land you in
jail, but in galleries here and
around the globe, he has for more
than a decade been regarded with
something approaching reverence.
Magazines like Flash Art encourage
him to talk about the erotic quality
of his photographs of minors (“I
like my work to look sexy,” says
Clark) and to discuss his ambitions
to photograph a teenager murder-
ing his parents (“The first thing I
wondered . . . was if the kid had an
erection when he was killing them.
I said, God, what a f——g image!
I’d like to do a film where that hap-
pened”). By the 1990s, Clark had
the clout and connections to put to-
gether a deal to make Kids, a film
version of Teenage Lust, complete
with reprise of the rape of a
drugged-out girl. But this version
can be distributed since, according
to the producers, the stars only ap-
pear to be underage. 

The Motion Picture Ratings
Board, not much impressed with
this argument, slapped an NC-17
rating on Kids, citing “explicit sex,
language, drug use and violence, all
involving children.” Several critics
have attacked the decision. Kids
should see Kids, they say: The lives
of the teens that the film shows
skateboarding around downtown
New York, drinking, stealing, lying,
smoking pot, assaulting strangers,
and having sex are so squalid that
they provide a cautionary tale, par-
ticularly since the upshot of what
these kids are doing is that many of
them will die of AIDS.

But this is a little bit like arguing
that Robert Mapplethorpe’s pho-
tographs of leather-clad sado-
masochists ought to be printed in
popular magazines in order to en-
courage safe sex. Someone happen-
ing across the photographs might
find the activities they show dis-

turbing in the extreme, but those in
the photographs do not. None of
Mapplethorpe’s “leather people,” as
he liked to call them, seems anx-
ious to live otherwise, and neither
do most of the kids in Kids. There’s
not even any sense of what “other-
wise” might be. This film presents
a world in which the postmodern
assault on standards has succeeded,
leaving behind no measures or
models for what it means to be re-
sponsible or compassionate. 

Larry Clark understands this and
even revels in it. The long

French kiss between adolescents
with which Kids opens and its lin-
gering shots of young bodies are
not accidents. Asked by New York
magazine what Kids is about, Clark
had an enthusiastic three-word an-
swer: “Sex, sex, sex.” Fifty-two
years of age now and still obsessed
with pubescence, he can be seen
skateboarding with the 14- and 15-
year-olds in Washington Square
Park or at Brooklyn Banks. He is
the one with the graying ponytail
and the custom skateboard. As New
York magazine describes it, the cus-
tomization includes a picture of a
young girl, naked, her rear in the
air, her genitals exposed. 

The point for the House and
Senate conferees is not that the
NEA made a mistake in giving
Larry Clark that long ago grant. It
did undoubtedly provide a boost to
his career, lending him a cachet he
would not otherwise have had; and
it may even be that without the
grant, Kids would never have been
made. But the real point is a larger
one about the distance that has
grown up between the art world
and the rest of the country. So long
as there is a federal agency putting
money into a subculture that holds
Larry Clark in esteem, there is go-
ing to be trouble. Taxpayers are go-
ing to be livid about the way their
money is being spent. 

Are they wrong? ♦
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